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PADUCAH. KY, TUESDAY MORNING, AU UGrUST 14, 1906
CONFLICT BETWEEN MAYOR
AND THE TRACTION COMPANY
MAYOR INSISTS THAT CHILDREN SHALL BE CARRIED AT
HALF-FARE, AS LAID DOWN IN THE FRANCHISE, BUT
TRACTION COMPANY PERSISTS IN DEMANDING FULL
FARE UNLESS CHILDREN HAVE TICKETS
Mayor Yeiser and Manager Bleckers ed to pay. The conductor lo it i.
of the traction company are lining up said, told her the would kuasslLer off
for the fray. The mayor has served amid gave the signal to stop at the
notice on the traction company that next corner. The little girll did not
get off, and when the conductor came
back in the car a gentleman sitting
behind her told her not to get off,
that she did not have to pay five
oents. She was carried to her desti-
nation without paying her fare, and
after Sunday school walked home.
fourteen blocks, rather than to get on
a cat and be embarrassed with
threats of being put off.
Another gentleman said that he had
been forced to pay full fare Sunday
for all of his children under 12 years
of age, but when the mayor asked
him about it he refused to make any
!complaint to him officially.
bilayor Yeiser states that he expects
to see that the terms of the franchise
are lived up to by both sides, and
'that if the company does not comply
,with the terms, of it that he will follow
'out the instructions of the general
council and institute proceedings to
it must not charge children between
5 and 12 years of age more than half
fare. lallanager Meeker replies in ef-
fect that the children must tender
half fare tickets or pay full fare.
The franchise under which the trac-
tion company operates specifically
provides that children between the
ages of 5 and 12 years 'shall be car-
ried for half fare, to requirements
whatever being made that they must
go to the company's office and pro-
cure half fare 'tickets.
A case came to the attention of
Mlayor l'eiser yesterday in which a
father started his 8-year-old daugh-
ter to Sunday school Sunday 'Morning
and furnished the child with six pen-
nies to pay her fare down town and
hack agaain. When the child tett-
dered the conductor three cents in
payment for her lire he refused it
and demanded five cents. The little
girl told him that erre all she inteah--lannul or revoke the franchise.
Thousands Thrown Off Street Cars
For Refusing to Pay DOuble Fare
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company Insolently Defties Decision of Judge
and Hires Two Hundred and Fifty Special Police to Aid in Throwing
to Street Passengers Who Refu se to Pay Over the Lawful Fare.
A DAY OF RIOTING AND BLOODSHED IN CITY OF BROOKLYN
New York Aug. 13.—Unprecedent-1
ed scenes of rioting and brutality:
marked an attempt Sunday by the!
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company to
collect a second fare from passengers 
I
to Coney Island, in dieregard, of Judge
Gaynor's decision of Saturday that a
second fare was illegal". The cus-
tom has been to collect a single 5-cent
fare to a point Known as King's High-
way. the old Brooklyn city line, and
then collect another fare to Coney
The disturbances on the Coney
Island surface cars and elevated trans
that Deputy Police Commissioner
O'Keefe and the Brooklyn police.
looked forward to Sunday because of
Juetice Gaynor's statement of Satur-
day that the Broolidyn Rapid Transit
Company did not have a right to de-
mand a double fare to the ieland took
place on schedule time They lasted
from early morning until early Sun-
day, when the overwrought nerves of
the people permitted a panic follow-
ing a shooting affray in which four
persons were dangerously injured by
an unknown mia.re who escaped. At
daylight belated one were still 1110.10-
ing their way to the city.
More than a quarter of a million
people started to Coney Island dur-
ing the day, and most of them got
there, but only after they had passed
through trying experiences,. And
while this enormous crowd was fight-
ire; its way to the pleasure resort.
Incidentally making the record day of
the rummer, cars were stalled, in lines
ass that ex-teeth -if for naltee, t 6
Brooklyn Rapid Transit insapectors
argued and pleaded with passengers
to pay the second fare, and finally
arum& up by dragging obstreperous
passengers from, the cars and throw-
ing them into the streets by thou-
rands'. '
The company didahis with the aid
of 250 policemen and a Corps of in-
spectors. A similar number of reg-
ular policemen were on band,to pre-
serve order, but failed to do so. .
Thousands Compelled to Walk.
Mete women and Cibildren were
forcibly ejected from the cars, from
so,000 tto 75.000 were compelled to
walk for distances from one ter three
miles, the first stepe'lhere taken in
scores of damage tuitso and rife
litrooklyn Rapid Transit repreeenta-
tives defied' Deputy, Police Commis-
• sioner O'Xeefe of Brooklyn. Law-
yers and lawyers' , clerks swarmed
about thee points where passengers ‘,
*ere put off and took the names of
witnesses.
As an outcome of the day's doings
a commit*. , of citizens 19 b'eitlg
formed to enforce Judge G,aynor's
ruling:. Sheriff Flaherty of Kings
county was informed late last night
• of the purpotte of the committee/ ail
that the committee intended to call
on him as sheriff to protect them as
citizens in upholding their nights
Sheriff Flaherty said:
"I have not been requested to act
as yet, and I have not taken the mat-
ter under advisement. Ifctich a de-
mand, was made and I felt that I
should act, my force of deputies is so
mall that I would be compelled to
call upon the governor of the state
to give me some militia."
Hundreds Hurt.
Two women were injured, one so
seriously that she may die; another
woman and a child came so near
death that hundreds of onlooleers
turned then faces away in horror;
innumerable persons were bruised and
several were arrested on charges of
resault.
Bird Coler Pat Off.
Among those put off trolley cars
was President Bird S. Coler of the
borough of Brooklyn. Mr. Coler
went peaceably ienough after the
his wife by taking bold of her arms.
"bouncer" had technically assaulted
Mr. Coler then addressed the crowd
and told them not to pay a second
fare. It was after this that the real
trouble started, but what Mr. Goler
had, said, was by no means the cause
of the disturbance that followed, fore
he addressed but a few people com-
paratively.
Police Take a Hand.
The police took an active hand in
the trouble in the evening by arrest-
ing two Brooklyn Rapid Transit su-
perintendents and three inspectors
and a metorrnan or two for not mov-
ing the cars. Blocking the highways
was the charge.
At 12:40 O'ClOcid this morning police
activity took on a still more active
form when cars coning from the is-
land on the Culver route were halted
at Avenue F and Gravesend avenue
the conductor started in to collect the
second fare. The inspector, „Doriald
Grant, Deputy Police Commissioner
O'Keefe and several Brooklyn Rapid
Transit inspectors were gatheeed at
this point. Several passengers refused
to pay the fare and the inspectors
piled on the car and begun to drag
them off.
'Deputy Commissioner O'Keefe gave
orders to the police to put the in-
spectors off the car, and they did so
in a jiffy. The cars sten proceeded
after the police had ordered the mo-
tormen to go *head. He did not go
far, Ittevrever. Jest r5o yards away
titpitiftintehetent Dow F. Smith, whobeen arrested early in the even-
ing and was haled out, was seate4 in
his automobile at the side of the
tracke. The motorman, when his car
mat opposite Superintendent Smith
gad the inspectors, who had been
(Cont'nued on Page Four.)
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REPLIES TO
FALSE CRITICS
REV. NEWELL TELLS HIS PEO-
PLE MANY PLAIN
FACTS.
"The Power
and
of the Evil" Shown
a Remedy
Given,
Sunday Rev. Dr. Newell of the
• Broadway Methodist Episcopal
Church preached two strong sermons
to large congregations. In the fore-
noon his text was "The Power of the
Presence of Evil" and at night he
told of a "Remedy for All Evils." The
following is a part of his strong re-
marks of his forenoon sermon:
The topic for today is "The Power
of the Presence of Evil." The gen-
eral text is: "se not deceived. Evil
communication corrupt good man-
ners."—First Cor. 15-33. The espe-
tial text is: "Ye shall know that I
have not done without cause all that
I have done."
This text here has no theological
value; I use it only as a Biblical af-
firmeat ion of my purpose.
On Stindby, July 29, I preached two
sermons voloch have been received in
this city with varied comment. First
of all, I Iwish to say that I never
preached two sermons with purer mo-
tives or a higher purpose. Persons
rarely came into my thought, condi-
tions and principles were before me.
Before taking up those great princi-
ples for further enforcement I wish
to refer to myself. I have never
boasted of my purity, and the mag
that boasts that he is as good as I am
does not offend me. but any oharge
against my moral character, made by
any man, anywhere, will be met by
me openly, so if you hear any one
make any charge reflecting on my
moral character, and he will not come
with you to see me, nor stand, still
until you can get use to him, you may
know that his charge is false. 'Furth-
er, anybody could kill me; almost
anybody has more physical strength
than I, hut all the whisky makers and
sellers, and all the supporters and
sympathizers with infamy combined.
cannot scare Me, and all the money
diverted from the treasury of this
church by my preaching can he
charged to my salary. And now I
wish to notice some of the published
criticierna I do not propose to no-
tice the many 'unkind things which
have been said by people who have
"talk:eels" but when persons have felt
that their views were of sufficient im-
portance to give them to the public.
press I shall regard them of suffcient
moment to at least give them a pass-
ing notice.
The mayor of thi, city, of whom
had nothing to vas, but good, and
for whose efforts to advance the well
being of the city I have the largest
possible appreciation, and whom pub-
lily and privately I have aseured of
my good will and support, appeared
about ats noon as possible in a criti-
cism. He is sorry I did, not post my-
self. Here is what he says: "I have
the greatest respect for Brother New-
ell, and am with him in his efforts to
better the moral conditions of Padu-
cah, but I regret very much that he
did not post himself better before
making some of the remarks about
• the.. executive Aloparerneat slim he
did."
About the first thing a critic does
for a preacher is to accuse him of ig-
norance. "Not posted!" I made hut
one reference to the work of the ex-
ecutive, namely: "If the statements
made before the council and aldermen
of tifis city are true, then the chief
of police ought to be impeached be-
cause of ignorance of conditions or
unfaithfulness to office." Those who
were present kpow that I made spe-
cial referente to the South, Sixth
street saloon.
If the statements are not true, then
the. executive is exonerated; but the
mayor in his published critiicsm does
not deny the truthfulness of the -state-
ment, but throws the "(Vitus" on the
judiciary and says, "On the surface
it may look as if we were at fault
here at elle hall, but if these tkings
are ineletigated, as fairness would
prompt any man to do before making
the criticism the Rev. Mr. Newell delis
a different phase would be put upon
it." Let us see if it were either ig-
norance or unfairness on my part.
was present and heard the reading of
the affidavits setting forth a condi-
tion of things at the Sixth street sa-
•Mown. Sumi nius Six) micoftne it tad absorls4 -
as ...assr.7 Jr.2.3111/NE
DROWNED IN
tACE LAKE
UNFORTUNATE DEATH OF C. P
DRAKE SUNDAY AFTER-
NOON.
With Friends Was Bathing When
Stricken With "Cramps" and
Sank From Sight.
Cooper Drake, aged 21, an insur-
ance agent, was drowned in the lake
in 'Wallace Park Sunday afternoon
shortly after 3 o'clock. The unfortu-
nate accident happened while the
young man was in bathing with sev-
eral friends and resulted directly from
his being taken with the' "cramps."
Drake's body was recovered a few
:minutes after it had sunk the last
stigne, several rescuers joining in the
work, but too late for resuscitation
though most strenuous efforts were
made to revive him.
Nfr. Drake and Messrs. George
Holliday and J. H. Evans went to the
park in the afternoon in a buggy. On
reaching the lake they decided to en-
joy a few minutes in the water. Go-
ing to the bathhouse they donned
suits and all entered the %stater and
started for the opposite shore of the
latoe, where is a spring board and the
deepest water. En route across Mr.
Drake was stricken with the cramps
and at once called for help. He and
Mr. ,Holliday we're then well in front
and close together, and at once Mn
Holliday went to his assistance, but
the drowning man struggled so hard
that no assistance could be given
hart He caught Mr, Holliday in such
way as to make his efforts useless and
also to endanger Mr. Holliday'a life.
90 /1111011 so that the latter narrowly
missed a like fate by breaking away
from him.
Unfortunately tbose about were'
only lads, and they were too fright-
ened to render any help. Their cries.
however, attracted others, who came
to the rescue, but these arrived too
late, for Mk. Drake sank the last time
before their arrival. Instant efforts
were made to rescue the body, and
this was done after perhaps the loss
of ten, minutes. Though every known
effort wee made for sonic time after
life was found extinct.
Mt. E. H. Htufson. formerly con-
nected with the Thomas Bridges Sons
Construction Company, found he
body and brought it out of the water
Mr. Drake was a native of Delia&
Ga., and was 21 years of age. He had
been in Paducah about a year, end
came here to join his brother, Mr
Jarness N. Drake. in conducting a
branch office of the Kentucky Life
and' Accident Insurance Company. He
had formed a wide acquaintance
through hi' t gentlemanly conduct and
social relatifs. Besides his brother
here, the deceased leaves his parents
Mr. and Mks. B. T. Drake. of Dallas
Ga., and several brothers and one sis-
ter.
Soon after death was pronounced by
the physicians called, the body of Mr
Drake wee turned over to Messrs
Mlatil, Mager & Co., the undertakers,
and removed to their establishment
where it was prepared for the grave.
When the brother, Mr. Jas. N
Make, was called to the scene of the
drowning, those present were deeply
touched over his great distress. His
inanifeetatfare of grief brougfit teats
to the eyes of many, 90 evident was
his affection for the brother. Not a
few turned away tip shut from their
eyes the scene.
Yesterday forenoon 2n inquest was
held over Ole body by Coroner Frank
Ficier, and the evidence was in ac-
cordance with the statements above
given. The verdict of the jury was
death by accidental drowning.
This morning early the body of Mr.
Drake was taken to 'hie former home
for burial. It was 'accompanied by
Mr. Jas. Ni Drake, the brother here
and M. C. S. Drake, another brother
of Louisville, and his wife, who came
to the city yesterday.
The pallbeaters who escorted the
body to the train were Gilbert Salley
Zeke Brown, Theimas White, George
Grace, Earl Norton and F. Hummel,
Jr.
There were no services held here.
BODY TURNING YELLOW.
Michigan Man &noted Cigarettes to
- Excess and Died.
Muslkiegon. MIidi., Aug. r3.—.Frank
Wilson, aged 35, died he from cig-
arette emdking. Shortly before the
end his body, turned yellow from tht
TOL. 26, 1111MBER 87
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Lessons From Wrecked Bank
Drawn By Chicago Preachers
THE DENOUNCE PRESIDENT STENSLAND IN MOST STINGING
TERMS AND EXPRESS REGRET THAT LAW DOES NOT IM-
POSE DEATH PENALTY—DECLARE MONEY MADNESS IS
BECOhlING THE SHAME OF CHICAGO.
Chicago, Aug. 13.—The wrecking
of the Milwaukee avenue state bank
was the themes of many of the ser-
mons in the local pulpits.
"Is not Paul 0. Stensland a mur-
Cerer? He has wrecked homes, caus-
ing death, wrecked . confidence and
faith in man, and he has done it
delibeately. Is not this murder?
"God forgive him the deaths and
the misery which he has occasioned,
but we as citizens shou:d give him
the justice of the law. It is too bad
that the penalty is not capital punish-
ment."
With the defaulting Chicago bank
president to serve as a text, Rev.
William B. Leach of the Sacramento
Boulevard Methodist church bitterly
arraigned modern financial methods
in his sermon yesterday morning, de-
claring the state should be held finan-
cially responsible for thefts com-
mitted under the nose of its bank ex-
aminer.
Stenslmid and the wretchedness
which grown out of his violated
trust served as a text in many Chi-
cago pu'pits. Everywhere the atti-
tude of the defaulting bank president
and his confederates in crime was de-
nounced, and yet held up as more or
less characteristic of the great unend-
ing struggle for wealth in America
of today.
Money Madness Defiles City.
Rev. Orrin R. Jenks of the Advent
Christian church declared that
through this struggle for commercial
supremacy Chicago has become a
hissing and a byword among decent
people and he cited the recent bee:
investigation and the corruption
known to exist in Chicago politics as
other manifestations of the same
money madness.
Other clergymen who took Stens-
land for their text were Rev. John
Thompson of Grace Methodist
church, who compared the missing
bank president to Judas Iscariot in
liis violation of a sacred trust. and
Rev. A. Arno'd Ross of the Ryder
Memorial Universalist church, who
declared that a fugitive bank presi-
dent, a dishonored cashier and a
teller dead by his own hand are
among the inevitable results of this
unreasoning lust for money and the
power which it brings to the posses-
sor.
"Is not Paul 0. Stensland a mur-
derer?" was the startling introduc-
tion to the sermon delivered by Mr.
Leach. After stating his thesis he
proceeded to demonstrate in detail.
"You are startled. Listen. Too
long have press, pujpit and human
charity, even justice, temporized and
dallied with such men. It is high
t'ine that society called them by their
right names—murderers, wreckers of
homes, starvers of children.
"I am sorry for the land that gave
him birth, proud Norway; for his
countrymen who bear with him his
shame. The one greedy for amuse-
Tent always cads in this tragic fash-
ion. A good life ends in a blaze of
glory, a licentious life in misery and
shame.
High Living Makes Criminals.
"Such examples make not alone
herd  tirade and unrest hr the bustneag
world but they make criminals. High
living today is America's chief curse,
and yet such men are honored and
the mtsery which he has occasioned,
but we as citizens should give him
the justice of the law. It is too had
that the penalty is not capital pun-
ishment.
"Is there any excuse for him? No,
unless the loose morals of the Uni-
versity of Chicago as represented by
certain newspaper articles will he
an example. Solitary confinement in
a prison cell would not be too harsh
justice to meet out to him.
"Is there no remedy? Yes, in en-
forcement of the law and in the de-
mand that the state give ample pro-
tection against such robbery. I be-
lieve the state °tight to-be held re-
sponsible for every dollar to the de-
positors. Let the state make good. If
this were exacted there would be
fewer eases of such flagrant violating
4 the law as confront us on every
hand. May God give us a baptism of$
righteousness all over our land. We
need it in America. a baptism of
bible righteousness."
• Jenks Arraigns Chicago.
Rev. Orrin R, Jenks of the Advent
Cltristian church likewise chose the
defaultiss banker for his text, deplor-
ing the low moral tone ef businesree
the United States. Ha said in part:
"The choice of Moses was a deliber-
ate decision on his part to forsake
Egypt, its throne, its riches, its
glory, and to unite himself with a
people to whom had been' intrusted a
true faith, a pure morality, and whose
religious life would determine the
destiny of the world. It was a choice
of the good and pure and true in
preference to falsehood with riches
and pleasures that endure only for
a season. He lost much of the pres-
ent in order that he might tighten
his grip on the future. He lost the
riches and pleasures of Egypt, but
he won the favor of God, a good
name, a high position in the service
of humanity and a glory unfading as
the heavens.
"Such a choice is the part of wis-
dom. Look at our city today. It is
a metropolis of wealth, a center of
!commerce that is a power in the
I 
earth. But Chicago is becoming a
byword and a hissing among decent
4 people because of the immorality
I within her gates. Corrupt politics,packing house scandals, disgraceful
ibank failures—these are making her
a stench in the nostrils of honest
!people everywhere.
Says Citizens Are Shamed.
"The rottenness of the bank fai:ure
of last week makes every virtuous
citizen hank his head wath shame.
Thousands are embarrassed, hoinee
are wrecked, honorable names are
covered with disgrace and some are
in sight of prison bars, all because
one man chose wine and lust—pleas-
ures that last but for a moment.
Young man, keep your record
clean. So shall a good name, endur-
ing riches, the praise and love of
righeous men be your sure reward.
The opposite is a life of deception
fraud, dishonesty, with possibly a
glittering success for a few short
days. Sin has its pleasures for a
season, but now and forever it re-
mains a terrible truth that the wages
of sin is death."
Paul 0. Stensland was compared
to Judas Iscariot by Rev. John
Thompson. Mr. Thompson declared
such a man was not the product of a
thy, the sudden manifestation of a
wild impulse, but that the crime was
under the surface and needed only an
accident to bring it to fight.
• Compares Stensland to Judas.
"The wind comes," said Mr.
Thompson, "and the tree in the
orchard falls. And when we bend
over the fallen trunk and examine it
we find that the life was taken out of
it. In serried, ayers are the holes
bored by the parasitic insects which,
beneath the bark, unseen*. have
worked the tree's ruin. Sttneland,
the man who has brought untold
misery to those who trusted him im-
plicit4, was like that tree. His fall
was not sudden, his crime was not
sudden. The crime its consumma-
tion, together with the correspond-
ing decline in the man himself, took
five years. He is as Judas Iscariot
was. At one time clear before the
world, but his master sin only wait-
ing open expression.
"I -hive greater faith in the-Ttir a—
sani,ty of a man who has frailty than •
in the apparently perfect man. He i;
not for earth; he should be in heaven.
If every secret vice and criminal
practice would, as some do, redden
the nose, blear the eye and make un-
steady the legs, how many weuld,
walk staggering down the aisle of
every church?.
"The open sin is as nothing to the
hidden one. It is in no way as dan-
gerous. It can be seen and nott.
There are two kinds of dishonesty,
that which takes and that which
withholds. I would rather take off
my hat to the worst holpup man
that walks the streets than to the
man who runs up a bill at an honest
trader'sca  an d od.oes not pay it when he
nafford 
"We have lately had two county
officials go behind the bars. The
bible is not old. 'it is as new as any
other book—newer, in fact, than the
daily newspaper that you 'pick up
from the front door step in the
morning. In it you find the same
stories that you do in the press—
different names, but the same lesson,
itihvees.mme. sort of facts, the same
crimes. And we should heed the
words •of this book and lead honest
.,
•••F:rr,477rr,
`a. a. N.•
CATHOLIC CIRCLES A SENSATION j CANAL GROWNTH
STIRRED OBER PROPOSAL TO CHAIRMAN McQUOWN RE- HA
S A POPULATION NOW, AP.
OPEN TOMB OF ST. SIGNS ON ADOPTION 
OF
PETER.
-Archaeologists Curious to Know if
the First Apostle's Bones
Are Still There.
New York, Aug. 13,—Because an
anonymous writer who signs 'himself
'"Marcellus of the Old Stones" has
written an open letter to Pope Pius
X, ca7Ung upon im in the interoo
of historical fact and archaeological
rescue)* to permit the opening of the
tomb oi St. Peter, in $t. Peter's Ca-
thedral, Rome, for the purpose of set-
tling Mae question as to whether the
tomb really contain: the bones of the
apostle, Catholic ed.ucational circles
in this country and Europe have been
aroused.
Articles by "liarceihis of the Old
Stones" have appeared in most of Eu-
ropean Catholic newspapers casting
doubt upon there being anything in
the tomb popularly supposed to con-
tain the bones of the first apostle
His latest letter was in the form of
a direct 'appeal to the pope, and it
was printed in a lithe European tan-
guares. The first translation of it
in this country at once opened 'up the
question in this city, St. Peter is
supposed to have been buried in
Rome, and the great main altar in St
Peter's has always been supposed to
be over the tomb. The tomb, so far
as history tells, has never been dis-
turbed. "Marcellus" hints, however
that at some time it was desecrated
and the hones removed.
Archaeologists are deeply interest-
ed in the answer which the pope may
make.
The Rev. Dr. 'Henry A. Brann. rec-
tor of St. Agnes' church, of No. 141
Bast Forty-third street, %oho was the
first American graduate of the *Amer-
ican college in Rome. said last night
that the question raised was purely
of abstraet interest and concerned
archaeologists more than it did any
other class.
"I have said mass on the courts af
St Peter in Rouse," he said. "and :t
will always be the tomb of St. Peter
whether his bones are there are not,
The Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem will
always be the Holy Sepulchre, al-
thoegit our LoLrd's bones are " not
there.
"la common with most archaeolo-
gists, I believe that St. Peter's bones
are cin the tomb. There is no question
of faith or morals involved in the sub-
ject. It is purely a question of fact
interesting to archaeologists, and if
'Marcellue of the Old Stones' is an
-isindhaeologist of reputation and not a
mere crank, Pius X is not at all un-
likely to let the new archaeologist.;
investiotate the fact, as Leo Xill al-
lowed historians of his time to investi-
gate tile secret historical documents
of the vatscan.
"I do not know of a pope in his-
tory who was afraid of a thorough in-
vestigatiois of a chsputed fact, wheth-
erin history, theology or archaeology.
The only tihing the pope is afraid of is
the power of a lie."
'Incursion Rattles Via. the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Renver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
_eblo. Col.—$36.0o. On sale daily to
September ioth, with return limit of
Octolier 31st.
Ashville, N. C.--$15.95. On sale
doily the year round, goo* returning
witItio six mouths.
bow fforaeseekers Rates to many
points in the southwest, west and
points in the souhteast, west and
southewst on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber Meinsive.
For additional heferinetioe, tickets
etc., call on any agents ef the South
, ern Railway or address,
A.. ill East
Mein street. Lexington. Ky.
C. M. MUNGERFORD, D. P. A
.34 Fourth avenue. Louisville, Ky.
J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. ,A., St
Louis, MO.
^
WILL GIVE St TO EACH
CHILD TO TEACH SAVING
Watertown. N. Y., Merchant Has a
Novel Plan of Celebrating.
MAJORITY REPORT.
Looks Like Combination of Hager
Hines and McCreary Against
Besicham.
rankfort, Ky., Aug. 13.—The
Democratic executive committee met
Saturday afternoon with nine mom-
•MicQuown, Mott Ayres, Briscoe
•H‘indrisan, G. W. Roark, Finley
Fogg, W. A. Lee, J. F. Hawn, A. B
Rouse and Morton Fitch. Chairman
.:SlIcQuown stated that the seb-com-
mittee had been unable to agree on
the manner of 'holding the primary,
and that the whole committee must
decide the matter.
There were two reports, the major-
ity report being signed by Ayres
Fogg and Fitch. It fixes the assess-
ment for the state primary at So2,-
300. It also provides for the selec-
tion of the primary election officers
by the county Democratic commit-
tees, subject to the approval of the
state executive committee. The ma-
jority report was adopted.
The minority report fixed the to-
tal assessment at $acsocio, and pro-
vided for the appointment of the
election officers by the chairman of
the state committee. This report
was signed by MicQuown and
Rouse.
• Sensation Follows.
A sensation followed the •adoption
of tffe majority report. Mr. Mc-
Quown resigned as a member of the
committee. He said that the primary
would not be conducted by law, if
condlucted according to the provi-
sionS of thc majority report. hecatiee
the primary election officers would
not be selected as the law provides
and he would. rather not he a party
to an illegal primary.
McCreary's friends contend that he
has won a victory, because the ap-
pointment of the printery election of-
ficers twill be according to the plan
he contended for in his recent let-
ter.
By some members of the commit-
tee and others it is asserted that Mr.
MkQuown will reconsider his action
but that gentlemen says that he is
done with the conwnitte•e and he la
adown and out of the committee for
good, as he will not serve on a corns
mittee which is going to ignore the
law.
It looks now aa if Hines and Ha-
ger are in control of the committee
and as if there is a combination be-
tween Hines. Hager and McCreary,
because Hines and Hager favored the
majority report. It is boldly stated
here byprominent politicians that
the three named are in .collusion to
defeat Beckham.
McQuown is a supporter of Beck-
ham, and also of Hager and Hines.
but he first prefers the success of
Gov. Beck ham.
Assessment Schedule.
The following is the assess/114ot,
schedule for the various offices:
United States eenataor $ d.otao
Governor ..  4,500
Auditor . . . ...,... ........... 4,soe
Treasurer  .3,3•°
Clerk court of appeals  Salo
Secretaryof state  3,024
Attorney general  3,200
Commissioner of agriculture...
Supt. public instrectiog 
tiefttenant governor 
2,20o
2,000
1,6114,
Total . $32.301
As there are two candidates for
eenator. they will have te pay $3,000
each. The amounts given are the
assessments for each race, and the
greater the number of candidates bar
any office the less each seeribilate wli
have to pay.
Utica, N. Y. Aug. 13.—A merchant
in Wiatertown. who has been in busi-
ness in that city for fifty years. will
celebrate the alf-centmy anniversary
next Wednesday by givng $t to every
boy or girl between the a4ges of 4 and
t6. not exceeding $2,000, under the
following conditions:
Bach. child must apply to the secre-
tary of the Watertown Savings. Loan
21111 Building Association before Sept
for a book and deposit TO cents a
week' for one year.
• At the end of the year Sr will he
added to each account, which at any
time thereafter call be withdrawn by
the owner, with accumulations. It is
expected that the habit of saving
formed will he continued as the child
realists the value of saving%
+++++++,+++++
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• ICeeitucky Fair Dates.
+ •41 + + + + + + + + +
Ketone.* !State Fair, iltottlevalle ---
Septemher 17-22.
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 415'S.
Fern Creek, Monist 14-4 &Wis.
3aoceburg. August 13---4 &Ye-
Soluutbia, August 15-4 shlYs•
Sheptherdsvilie, Auguk 2T-4 ario.
Lawrencelnog Auguest at-4 theassr-
Springfield, August tO--4 slaYs•
London, August 28-4 day*.
Brodhead. August to--; duos.
Mt. Olivet, August td--1 days.
August 23-3 stays.
Nit-holm/rine, A tugnot 21t-3 days.
Fthelbyvilte. Airgtrot elt"1-
Floreove, August esYs- 'laves 25 poi- sent. of the Operator's
• Antisc't 30-3 shire.
Elisabietittews. September 4-3 (Iork
Paris. 9epternber 4-5 days.
Bardserwo September 5--4 elsWq.
Monticello, Septeiriber 11-4 days,
Glosglow, September 12 - 4 days.
4-Ionderson, SepOrnalper A-4 days.
drartilece. Septertilser day"
4-5 days. Underwood Typewriter Co.,Sehree, September 
Falatioolt, Septtember 4-4 days.*
Pt Mee, Septetalsor 27-3 gays. ..
O ore. October 2_5 &
vs. oat DIMMill/WAY, WSW YORK. —
1. — MARI AMP PeURTIII STADET, Lovisvasmi,
 Ifff.a.V.27-"AraMa Id, October 3—day
PROXIMATING 3oomoo.
Census Just Taken by Health Depart-
ment Shows 22,137 and Additions
Should Be Made.
Washington, Aug. is—According
to a census just taken by the health
department of the Isthmian canal
zone, the population of the zone is 22,-
137. As the inhabitants of the zone
-yrnro-ing, tr-w-a§
sible to entimetaate all of them, and
it is estimated that the number
missed is probably about 5,000, to-Ooz-
ing the total up to 27.197. In addi-
tion to this, the officials point out
there should be a liberal allowance.
probably to per ct•nt. for persons who
live outside the zone, but are em-
ployes of the commission, andl to all
purpose's are residents of the strip
controlled by the United States. Thi,,
allowance would bring the total up
to almost 30.000.
In the city of Panama 15,111 of
the inhabitants are natives of tne
Panama republic. Among other oft-
tionalitie.s among the Mihabitants in
that city Jamaica ranks second with
1,877; Spain has 1,14o; West Indies
except Jamaica and Porto Rico, 1,230;
United States, 361; Colombia, 869;
China. 708; Italy. 243. Blacks out-
number the whites in all the settle-
ments of the canal zone.
According to the latest census the
entire population of the canal zone
and of the cities of Panama, Colon
and Cristobal, which are at the enls
of the canal and a part of the canal
zone to all purposes, although they
are under the Panama government
is 57,459-
-
MILLIONAIRE'S SON
PRISONER IN NAVY
were received by Wells in prison to-
day. He will probably be court
martialed.
Young Wells two years ago mar-
tied Irene Bishop. a Webster &Fie:ds
chorus gtrl of Klew York, On board
the Franklin he is being treated like
,other prisoners with the usual diet
allowed men confined to. the brig.
OWES FIRM Broom,
SO SHOOTS HIMSELF
secretary of National Board of Tradri
Commits Suicide After Wheat
Speculation.
,Kansas City, Mo., Aug. x3.—W. H.
Hyres. secretary of the Notional
Board of Trade, shot himself Satur-
ay alterrnxm in a pasture in-The out-
skirts of the city. The body was not
identified until Sunday, and an in-
vestigaton showed, that Hyres was
$t0000 short in his accounts.
IfYres had been speculating in
wheat, using money sent to the Boatd
of Trade and concealing the specula-
tions by shiftng accounts. lie was,
an expert bookkeeper and accountant
aSir
BbSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but amend business hem the start. Thorough
Coorcias in bookkeeping, shorthand, tonsil-typewriting, penmanship, coy- •
respondence, spellift, commercial is w, banking, asithanetic, grammar, sic.
Cal sr  write far beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
TIE BESINESS COLLAGE 30i BROADIFAIr
Had Enlisted As Seaman But Failed
to Return At tor Leave
of Absence.
Norfolk, Va., Aug. 1„;.-1 Raynor
Storrs. Wells, son of William Storrs
Wells, president of the Fairbanks
company of New Jersey and several
times a millionaire, is a prisoner on
board the United Stairs receiving
ship Franklin at the naval station
here.
Young Wells en:isted as an appren-
tice seaman in New York a little over
month ago. and later was seta to
Newport for training. From there
he was ordered to this station for
further training, with a draft of thir-
ty other apprentices. He was granted
leave to visit his parents and directed
to report here with comrades last
Tuesday. All the young men corn
posing the draft arrived except Wells.
The naval authorities located him
ir Philadelphia and he was sent het e
The naval officers dec•ined to allow
the newspaper men to talk with the
prisoner. It was understood several
telegrams said to b• from his father.
and easily deceived his employers
Yesterday lie called Clawson, one of
the directors of the Board. of Trade
by -telephone and said:
"George, I'm all to the bad."
"What's wrong?" asked Clawson.
"I'm $1cs000 in the hole and can't
get out."
Clawson told him not to be dis-
couraged, that it might not be as bad
as he thought it was.
"I never doubted Hyres' honesty,"
said me Clawson, "and when he told
me of the shortage I thought he
miust be temporarily deranged. We
begun an examination of the hooks
and have already found $10.000 short-
age. We think it will he more thon
$i 1.000."
In the man's pockets were found
$406 land: a metraluership card in the
Knights of Pythias lodge No. 2 at
St. Paul.
Hyres was :to years old. He was
married and came here fifteen months
ago from St. Paul, VIM 41
COLORADO RIVER FLOODS
llototon, Tex.. Aug. 3.—Th e great
flood in the Colorado rive-, which
started from the torrential -aina in
the San Angelo country a sook ago
-is just now reaching the le e-er val-
leys and the farmers are tn:Aing en-
deavors to save what they can of their
crops. Despite every effort the loss
will be heavy, as there are many
farms in the "bottoms" from Austin
to the river's mouth. The Rood is
coming very slowly and remains over
the hand enough to kill what is grow-
ing. Additional rain, also around
Austin make it certain that the flood
penio4 will last 'or at least two
weeks. and that the river will leave
its banks at many points.
•
Blink Cashier Is Killed.
Tampa. Pa A 111r. 13.—As a result
of their carriage being struck by a
trolley car Sunday eight, Milton
Whetstone of Lansford, ca.:ltier of the
Catizens"Notional Book o' Larisford:
was instantly killed and Daniel Mc-
Geehan of Coaldale, teller of the bank
had kis back tiro/dem
•
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611 TROIA
YOUR CORRLSPONDENCE
111W 1/11MIK • IWO
111111110•NNISINNIININNNUNISININgaL4
"UNDERWOOD"
TYP[WIER
Time whisk is your time.
Ike Only nusedi Uchael Pawnbroker
MONEY LOANED ON AliL YALIMINLIDS
AT LOWEST rimpilisT.
SPECIAL BRAINS in Roge illvarweere, such as Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in ISkpli Grade Watches—lfainilton
and BaB, B. W. Raymond—one half prim.
Just re:wives!, nice lot of Bracele ts, odd Moos and 6-size Watches. 53
cents on dollars for ten days. 2 I I 1,84PAIDWAY.
Don't ferget the place. Nest to Dna& 'drug stare.
WINDOW
NE...
•
TheModern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DOSIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS billADIC.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN TWE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUBS
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL K/NDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lee, 315 Bwav.
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WI'RIAMS BICYCRCD
Nowt to Kentucky Theatre on N crth Filth street they can s aye yoti
meaty, and take yew old wheel in exchange. WZ WANT AN UN.
LINIVIIIND NUMBER OF SECON D ISAMD IMICYCLBS.
aRentenslier.4is is lie cheapest house in town on Ricyles and every-
Shia, for hicyiTeN. Parts furnished fee any nuke of wheel. limpet)
maehinists in sir repair 'hop. AU .terlc guaranteed.
Don Gilberto
TIE TALLING MACRINE MAN OF PADUCAH. ,
As we are in the mils', of hot weather and deeptng lricy
tau at the present time, and these boomihal iwoonlights we have ,
at proses*. Come one come all mod hoar his 'twee at food S. 4th.
it.. produced by the only talking maritime, not enly of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone mining maelsineo
from fire to *too put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Reounesber that these rnsoisoses aeo the
Leading Machine of the World
Resseistlier my records for side are Sin. 33c, to in. 6oc. I a in.
Stmt.
We have high dais operatic records kens Si.00, $2.00. $3 oe,
$14.se, k.00. AS the latest leading *pore singers from Addalena
Patti, blikacella Sasembrich, Catania and Salute and Gnaw: and
a great many other celebrated artists of this lsind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so yes Gail see that it is perfect .We
den% sell second hand mackind r recoeds.. Beery machine is
guaranteed and every record is pesfest and new. We don't give
&mounts nor CUTS in .PRICES. We tarry a full stock of
need*, and we will repair your broken soisehints at liberal prices.
We vriil take pleasure in explain log the mochaniont of your Zono-
ptione.. I have soo new and latest music ham ragtime to the
meet celebrated operas, and front the greatest bands both Am-
erica and urope and Orehestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to TO p. m. No piece. played twice and we play
from 75 to TOO pieces every night. Remember that youtcast buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleasance in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophous
mashistsa, also care of records.
I revisals yetw talking machine blend
ON GILBERTO,
4
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3
Tint T*LAING IL AN Int Pedueeb and staet roe
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TRAMPS OF
DEAN VALLEY
.SEARCH FOR FOOD, DRINK
AND SHELTER.
 
 Prey Upon Ranclunen—Revengo-
One Who Was Ordered
t^ Leave.
e
What would you who feed an oc-
vasional hobo from your back door-
-step wad wonder at his feet worn
from tramping over a few miles of
well laid roads, his clothes grass-
strewn from sleeping in haymows
Clink of a tramp_ who
(beds of miles a year. whose feed,
ing places are from twenty-five to
fifty miles apart, whose watering
places are equally distant from each
-other—in short, whose bed and heat,
so to speak, are the vast floor of
the desert?
Yet there is exactly suoh a class,
real tramps, yet as different from
the tramps of cities as day is from
night. tramps with northing to do but
,eat. They do not have to beg; food
comes to them through fear. They
do not have to search out sheltering
barns at nightfall; a greacewood
bush is their shelter, tthessands of the
desert their couch.
Tp spite of its arid wastes, in
spite of the discomforts and the posi-
tive clangers to which even well-
equipped travelers on the desert are
subjected, says the San Francisco
Chronicle, the great sandy plain
come to have a speices oftramp all
Its own. not the outgrowth from civ-
ilized places, but an origination of
its own, an interesting as well as
novel branch of a worthless tribe.
Bven Death Valley, the most bar-
ren and dangerous of all desserts
known to civilized man, has its ho-
boes who wander up and down its
dismal length through -all seasons of
-the rear. save the very hottest part
of the summer.
The headquarters of all desert
tramps are in some small town on
-the borders of the region over which
they wander. Daggett has more
than its share of them. So also has
Raandsburg. Johannesburg. lvanpath
and all the rest of the scattered set-
tlements that dot the level plain
They are not numerous, these foot
travelers, yet in proportion to the
population they are probably as
plentiful as their havehren of the4.11 •coast are around San Francisco and
Los Angeles.
Their entethodis ird operation are
vastly differet from those of the
coast hoboes . Leaving Daggett
Ivanpaih, or whatever little town
they have (emit's-red during the
months of gratest heat, some time
late in September or October, they
strike out alone across the desert
One peculiarity of this class of
tramps is that they never move about
in companies. Indeed, one desert
hobo is usually the sworn enemy of
all the rest of his kind. For cloth-
ing they %have such things as they
can beg, possibly a few earn a little
money during their months of "idle-
ness in the town and spend that fRr
clothing, but as a rule they are
garbed in more different colors than
Joseph, though of more subdued hue.
Over his hack the desert tramp
sling* a gunnysack, in whirls are a
couple of empty tin cans, a beer bot-
tle or two of water and such food
a• he can beg or steal Thus
equipped, usually without a weapon
of any sort, he invades a country
which has brought more men ta
death than any other equal area in
the world outside the great battle-
fields.
Usually his .first stop will be some
twenty-five miles out at a desert
ranch or a solitary mining camp. On
the way he travels as slowly as hi3
food, supply will let him. The cactus
Fruit is ripening about ,the time of
year in which he reaches the cactus
felds, and this helps him a hit on his
way, and there are huge chtickawal-
labs (lizards of two feet in length
or more. with edible tails) to he had
for the 'Lining. and with these he
can live for some time on a small
actual ration. 
TV-hen night overtakes him be
sleeps, and by dear experience he
knows which water holes he can de-
pend on yet to contain the life-giving
Should one of these "tanks"
fail him in time of exceptional
droteh, he must push on to the next
one or retreat to the settlement
when he came. If either of these
is too far' for him to reaoh. he dies,
ss many of his kind have died in ths
years that are gone, uncared for by
*inn or beast, for not even the dogs
of the desert will accompany these
tramps on their journeys. Teamsters
and prospectors do not stop to bury
the tramp when his body is found
which is not often; the sun and the
storms of the boundless space take
care Of hint when he dies, a*, indead,
they did in life.
But if the water hole toward which
he tramps does contain plenty off wa-s ter, -he will sometimes camp Btltr it
for several days. To these springs,
too, come occasional prospectors,
alone "save for their faitliftil burros.
VVIhan one of these whose "grub,
stake" was extra /arge disappears
!his- taking off is usually charged to
the Mutes. Mlore often, so I a intold,
by oldl desert men, some tramp has
felled him with a stone, and then, al-
ter robbing his aaddlebags or the
pack on his burro. pushed on into the
he-art of the desert. It is days before
the dead miner is discovered; ;some-
times elle days run into weeks, and
then all trace of the murderer has
been covered- up and he is some-
where far out on the winding, white
trail, livi on the food he commit-
an aw crime to get.
The ,circuit of the desert tramps
who start out from Daggett fre-
qtreatly runs entirely around Death
Valley. From Daggett they go out
to the China ranch or to Resting
prings, thence on across law lava
hills into the Furnace Creek coun-
try and down to the 'old borax
works at the north end of the valley.
From there it is a short and compar-
e:iv'• rp',• of 1,11r.-,
(Iced miles into some one of the min-
ing camps so that their tramp, all
told, reaches very close to three and
sometime 'a four hundred miles.
On this journey • water holes are
far apart and very uncertain, ranch-
es are scattered, and the network of
trail, so interwoven by the feet of
prospectors and of burros that they
become a veritable maze to the man
who does not keep close watch on
them year by year. To make this
circuit requires at least nine months
of the year—from ?ate September ,
to the last of May. For the remain- /
der of the year, as has been said, the
tramp loafs around some border
tows, where he has to behave him-
eadli; ropes and telegraph poles and
wng men are too near at hand for
the committing of crimes.
It is the lonely ranches on the des-
ert that suffer most from this class
of wanderers. Coming to the ranch
house, they insolently demand food
and clothing, and they get it, too. If
they do not, the haystack is burned
that night, or even the house is set
on fire. If the family depends on a
spring of water, as likely as not the
Water hole will be filled with stones
and earth; frequently springs along
the trail are so treated when the
tramp thinks than one of his ene-
mies is likely to pass that way in the
near future and depend on the pres-
ence of water in the tank for himself
and his stock.
One incident of this kind may he
told to .illustrate the devilish
schen-sea these fellows concoct. A
new manager was sent to the borax
plant on the northern rim of Death
Vaalley. He was a most excellent
mon, for the work in hand, but he
knew noth:ng of the people with
whom he was to deal, and the first
tramp who came along was roughly
ordered to "get out and stay out."
Now the road over which the boraate
from this particular plant wai
hauled to the refinery was long aria
dry, and the company had placed
wooden tanks at necessary intervals,
keeping them for the use of the wag-
on teams and their drivers. The
tramp. angered and revengeful at his
and for too miles emptied every tank.
4 reatment, set out along this ma
The result can better be imagined
than described; the next asagon train
out, two huge desert wagons, drawn
by- twenty mules and handled by two
men, coming to the first tank and
tindin,g no water, pushed on to the
next; by the time they reached that
the men were well nigh crazed with
thirst, but no water awaited them
there, and on they dragged their
weary bodies until, it is presumed
abandoning the team, wandered
away and died.
The wagon and the mules, the
latter quite dead, were found
two weeks later, but not even
the skeletons of the men were ever
seen. The desert keeps its secrets bet-
ter than the sea, ago!. this was one
of them. The tramp was followed and
some 'say he was caught. The men
who followed him still live on the
desert; I have seen one of them; hut
none can remember whether they,
caught this particular tramp or not
Possibly a pile of bones could tell
if it could speak. for shrift shrift is
meted to the man. be ho tramp or
mine owner, who meddles with wa-
ter on the desert. *More valuable
than gold it is, and worth many hu-
man lives when thrown in the bal-
ance
 On the__Aesert, too,- there- ie- --an-
other kind of tramp, by no means a
crimitial, and yet one of the most in-
teresting characters of the whole
West—the tramp prospector. He
makes -the easiest living of any man
in the vsorld not excepting the pro-
motel- of wildcat mines. And, like
the promoter, he lives by fleecing the
credulous. The tramp prospector •'s
forever discovering a fabulously rich
prospect. Bark from the heart of
the desert he comes, laden with sam-
ples. supposedly from his new dis-
covery, hut really picked up on the
dimrop of some established mine
Armed with these, it is little trouble
rot- him to enlist, the 'help of some
mon with more money than knowl-
edge of the desert to develop the'
"mine."
His first demand is, of course, a
"grubstake." This ,will consist of a
burro, or two, if the man can be
balked out of them, a sack of beans,
bacon, flour, molasses and cooking
utensils, as well as other small
things needful in' the work he says
he is going to undertake. Thus pro-
vided, the inospector sets out, camps
at some well hidden water ihole, and
their spends his time until the grub-
stake gives out. Then, onoviding
himself with still better 'samples of
ore, he returns, reports to his "an-
gel" that there is yet more work to
be done ere the best ore can he
reached, and, if possible, talk him
out of a fresh supply of food. If
the backer has not been warned, he
usually puts up the $25 or therea-
bout, necessary to outfit the pro-l-
ector. visicalassol—coming wealeh
held before his eager eyes the while
by the miner, and out the wanderer
goes again. There are cases on rec-
ord where one man has thus been
intflarnmed three times, but twice is
usually the limit.
Then, somewhere in the interim
between two days, the tramp pros-
pector disappears and that particu-
lar camp sees no more of him until
memories of his dealings with this
sese. 
 haves--disappeared.
Wihile the affair is wearing off he :a
operating at some other camp, and
so the story goes, year after year,
until, eventually, in some of his wan-
derings, the the tramp prospector
does strike a gold mine and can live
honestly, or until he meets someons
who takes reparation out of him with
a gun.
THE CAIRO & THEBES R. R.
Work of Gradingof Roadbed Begun
Yesterday.
Cairo, Ill., Aug. 13.—Things are
beginning to get lively above town
in connection with the Cairo &
Thebes railroad. The Carroll Con-
struction company have had a force
of men at work for a week past clear-
ing the ground for the graders, and
the latter begin work' this week. They
have fifteen dump wagons and a
grader already here and expect a big
hit of equipment here this week. They
will have a force of forty or fifty
teams at work before the week is far
ad v a nc-e d.
They have sublet some of the work
in order to hurry it along. Ben R
Thistlewood has taken a sub
-contract
for from Room to 90,00o cubic yards
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Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stocia which.
is not a good bruelt.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it
or return your motley, which-
ever you prefer
Oehlschimer
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
A. S. DABNEY
Tratiort Mainag.
beginning just north of Daavis sta-
tion, on which he will employ twenty-
five or thirty teams. He is to have
this work done by January 1. He
has engaged seventeen teams from
Missouri, which will be here this
week
Another sub-contractor is Hiller, of
Carbondale, who will begin wory this
week also.
'A woman is not sure a man loves
her until he tells her he does not.
Wise is the man who realizes thathe is a fool and tries to live it down.
Have You
Started?
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pa);
4 per cent on &posits. We invite
small accounts.
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50 CENTS INSTEAD OF $1.50
Three Books hi- the Price of One 111
THE LATEST AND BEST COPY RIGWT NOVULIk. ,
The Man Itotween—Anvelia E. Barr's greatest work, "A book destined toskalce tie dercral and fashion world to its fottadatious."--Chicagorilsuee.
The Lady Evelyn—Nlax Pembsroas's most char:nog roragatce."N•t a dull use in She whole slava:ft rername-rircthug naysleiy."—New York WarWlThe Rock in the Baltic--Raisert Biters shagoifioiset navel.
"Far avid away the hest work of this talented author."—St. LouisPest-Etispotch.
, k
Itoneentber, *e edition of the above hooks is limited. They can he had ,only at our store and they are the regular $.1.5o books.
IIRBOUR'SPOOKPEPARTMENT
EDGAR w. I 1 ,0RE.Ja1V1
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MIAL TA'IFEETERN KENTERECY FARM 1. EASIPY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IIINTERNEIEMPOICY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LISTPEW TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.
W. WEITTICSIOICE- ••••ctuuatt.Ms
41.1.4 I-Zd I Tati Mksvn:VP-As1-i.-kath3V-A)tvinOss-gat>a?4-w,t%
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Steam and Not Water !leafing.
nue 133. 220 N. Third
IYIBUINFWITH- 0450-
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
011104/106 Broadway Phones:Office 315—Residence 1696
Matt% Efinger abp Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,is. przno, ITIDIPT. PADUCAH 'KY
ruie-Aorrit, tired feeling is the
Spot symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
Ille weenie ior all malaria. Mae
eared ushers. Will cure you.
Poi** yr Casts Per Box.
BACON'S
MUG STORE.
Memel awe jacieson Phone 237
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
LEIMIta, OMANEE, 1111-111PRIEr
.1Pboob4tes
AWL 111000. OUR
ke Cream
VOSTId ewe/maim — WIRAW-
INERY, PEACIFf. PINEAPME or
011111:68,„ DIMPTIIIR.
HAYES
IMBYENTII ME/ EIVAIMINIAY.
711L.
Excursion:
St. Louis as& Teniessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion oct of Paducah.
$8inn Fir the hued Trip teUU Tansessee river & rears
Pt is a trip of piesistwe, comfor
and rest, goers1 service, good tall
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednaselay and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other iisforsnation apply to Jac
Ilene r, super inteatlent; Frank L
Brown, agent-
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to IIVANSVILLE AND
RIEVEN, continous passage $4.00:
Uriited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth inehellod.
ROUND MP TO CAIRO. pent
of five or over $1.5e each, without
noels; $2.•• with meals.
Good mimic on all the boats. Fo-
tirther partioulars see
S. A. till4A4111t, G*111. Pass. Agent
Sr GIVEN R1IWLLPR, City Pass.
Agent. Phone ts.
•
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
For City Judge. ,
We are authorized to anationer
D. A. CROSS
as a candidate Air the office of City
Judge of Paducah: subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
20.
. Tuesday Morning, August 54. 1906.
The Insolence of Corporations.
Corporations are more to blame for
the 'bad. feeling that exists against
ahem than amything else. They are
not satisfied with taking all that is due
them under the law, but they refuse
to be amenable to, the ham.
A New York judge decided' Satur-
day that the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company could not -charge but one
fare to Coney Island, and Sthutay
knowing that a quarter of a million
passengers ,vould use their cars 1..
and from that point, the company set
to work to deliberately defy the court
and employed several hundred thugs
to eject from the cars all who refused
to pay double fare. As a conse-
quence a day of rioting was spent and
hundreds of fights occurred and hun-
deedt of men, women and dhildren
injured in being dragged from the
cars. The police finally took charge
of the lines and arrested motormen
conductors and transit officials who
stubbornly refused to move the five
miles of cars that blockaded the pub-
lic 'highways. Hundreds of damage
suits will be instituted against the
company, and the day's experience
will no doubt prove a costly one to
the cOurip 211 y .
Here in Paducah the terms of the
franchise is being violated' by the
traction company, and double fare
charged children unless they have
tickets. The mayor has served notice
on the company to abide by the fran-
chile. but the company, retuses to do
so. This refusal on the part of the
company will engender bad feeling
and be the cause of trouble. Paducah
invs3,eneeds 
(
traction coinpany and the
co needs Paducah. but when it
comes to the traction company defy-
ing the autisciplies and ordering their
employes to ignore the law the people
will &wad and insist that steps be
taker, to dittentnine whether or not the
company can be forced to obey the
terms of the-Leasec,hi4
If a passenger r, ...es to pay his
fare the courts quickly. assess a fine
against 44„, az* if, the company ex-
pects protection it must also comply
with the law. If say child tenders the
conductor three cents for its fare and.
Is refused anti pat off' the car by the
companty the patients can recover dam-
ages by instittnieg suit against th
e
company.
The Sun Gang.
The Pad.ucah.Stsawould have its
readers to believe thatit is nifjo—n-ipa-
thy with any and every move in the
city towards the betterment of the
morals of PailuenK but that is not
true. Among the chef stockholders
of that paper are noes either directly
or indirectly interested in the revenue
of over one-half of the dives and
groggenics of this city. The opera-
tion of saloons in violation of the law.
the fiouriehing ef the dens of Infamy
and the wiping old of Sunday ob-
servance meaas many a dollar for
some of the stockholders of the Pa-
ducah Evening Sun. Soule of them
ace the "laid-g4eve:d1 beasts of peey"
referred to in these columns, and
while they may have some wealth the
methods employed in obtaining etrme
of it are not *e Isettods approved
by decent people. rbase men. are
blown throughout the city as being
.46
la lawless gang, ready to do almost sHoRTAGE oF
'Anything for a dollar. There are some
ptople who cater to them in the hope i
of getting a few of their dollars, but
the respectable people of this city have
long sitt 
of 
their measure, and
in due time they will be
shoved into oblivion. One of its chief
stoekhotders is the man who under-
took to call down a member_ of the
general council for his attitude to-
wards the dives of theseity and; re-
ceived for a reply Slid the member
had been elected ley We-decent people
of the city and he did not propose to
he controlled by the whisky gang
That Sun; gang snakes it a business
to sneak about uncDer cover to rob the
city of valuable franchises, scattet
barrooms all over the eity, advocatei
a wide-open Sunday, and everything
else vicious that will turn a kw dol-
lars into the coffers of enterprises in
which they are interested. It is a
shrewd scheme of that gang to have a
newspaper to prate about being for
goad morals and the upbuilding of the
City so as to obtain. the confidence of
the people upon whom they prey, but
in every instance where the interest of
the public comes in conflict with the
ccPrporations the Sun is found against
the people. It stands for the desecra-
tion of the Sabbath where it means
dollars to that crowd, and' it is the
only paper in the city that did not
editorially indorse the action of the
general council in closing a number
of disorderly saloons.
Here is just one sample piece of ad-
vice to the public. Watch -the Sun
and; see if it ever comes out for clos-
ing the lawless saloons or stands for
a strict enforcement of the Sunday
law in regard to baseball or anything
else reached by the street cars. Let
them play you for a suclaer if you
wish to, hut have sense enough to
see through the game they are work-
ing.
A Questionable Boast.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
Under the double-caption, "The
ONE MILLION
'STATE EXAMINER REPORTS
CONDITION OF CHICAGO'S
LAST DriFUNCT BANK.
Employe, Say Stensland's Son was
Cognizant of the Baank's Shaky
Conditon.
Chicago, Aug. 13.—State Bank Ex-
etmlitier C. C. Jones has completed his
inspection of the affairs of the de-
fiinct Milwaukee Avenue State Bank
and. will forward his report on. it to
the authorities at Slpringfseldi at once
ihe official was reticent concerning
the exact results of his investigaton
but int imat ed that.. the. tot al.shortage
discovered .ls between $800,000 and
$1,000,000.
The local' police and the state's at-
torney's office continued their inquisi-
tions. Inspector ;hippy questioned
more than a dozen. of the institution's
employes, seeking information from
watchmen, bookkeepers, assistant tell-
ers and other minor officials. One
bookeeper wae positive that President
Sttnsland's son was. cognizant of the
shaky 'condition of the bank previous
to July. the date on which young
Stensland claims he first suspected
irregularities on the part of his father
Other employes told the inspector of
midnight trips to the bank by Presi-
dent Stensland and Cashier Hering
The information 'is regarded as im-
portant.
Stensland in Chicago.
;Chicago, Aug. 13.—According to
the Chronicle, Paul 0. Stenstand, the
president of the defunct bank for
whom the police in every important
city are watching, has been seen in
Chicago twice within a week. Two
witnesses, one of whom, William
Jennings. was for nine years a porter
in the bank, told today of having met
the banker on the street and ex-
changed salutes with hint Each time
it is, asserted, he was accompanied by
James Erickson, a nephew.
Dissolving isilachine," there is an Thousands Thrown
editorial in the Owensboro Messen-
ger of Friciay onorning which is Sc
full of egotism as an egg is of meat
In fact,it is a 1106.1111tif defi to the peo-
ple. it boasts of some things vohich
the owner of that paper alleges that
he has accomplished in Kenturky
politics, among which is the tossing
of several bouquets at himself for
the part he played in the famous Mu-
sic hall convention, and from which
the following is taken:
"We took old Bill Stone away
from them at the midnight hour be-
fore the organization of the Music
ha N convention, we dragged Goebel
from his bed to fix up a compact
with Stone yejticti he and all others
had despaired of making."
There may be scene justificatiui
for a man to boast when he has per-
formed great deeds of honor, but it
remains for the editor of the .M'es-
senger to boast of the worst piece
of politital treachery that was 
ever
perpetrated in Kentucky. And "ol
d
Bill Stone" is the most respectfu
l
way in which the man who engin-
eered this treachery can now refer to
the man so basely betrayed.' When
the burglar who robs your honte and
the highwayman who holds you up
and relieves you of your valuable
s
boast of their achievements, it will
thenbe appropriate for the editor of
the Messenger to boast of the treac
h
cry to "old bill Stone."
SOME 'CHANGES OF
AGENTS' ROUTES
C. J. Abbott Will Return to Paducah
for American Express Co.
_
9eme changes which are to occur
in the local management of the
American Express company business
are soon to occur. As a part of these
changes Mr. C. J. Abbott, formerly
route agent for the company in this
section but lately in charge of the
company's office in Nashville. Tenn.,
is to return to Paducah and his old
pTiFe- Ind -Itave ids territory *tightly
changed, while Mr. Wm. G. 13&es
who has held the route agency here
since Mr. Abbott's -removal to Nash-
ville, will go to the capital of Ten-
nessee as successor to Mr. Abbott 
at
that point. Another part of th
e
changes referred to will be the re-
moval to Louisivlle of E. K. Stone.
-who will take charge of what is
known as the Lotisville route for the
company and have his territory also
enlarged from what It has heretofore
been.
Mr. Abbott's return to this city,
out of which lie worked so long evil!
be hailed with pleasure by his hos
t
of friends among out people.
A woman at Keighley, Engla
nd,
umurroned for not seending her boy
to; school, explained to the benc
h
that when he attempted to chas
tise
him for not going he threatened 
to
report her to the "cruelty" inspec-
tor.
)
Off Street Cars
(Costilmed from Page One-)
thrown off by the police, tnurtied up
and tossed women, children and men
off in a very lively manner. Com-
missioner O'Keefe and the police had
'been devoting their attention Watt
second car and did not hear what W*
going on in the first todli tift14 -
Spector, had it about emptied. The
police ran up. but the work had been
completed, and the motoeman ?had
started his car toward' Brooklyn in at
hurry. The police managed to get sill
hands on the seemiel cars and keep'
the inspectors off.
Undkr Deputy Police Commiesioner
O'Keefe and Inspactor Donald Grant
the police took full charge of the sit-
uation at to o'clock. They arrested
a half dozen inspectors and took more
than a dozen motormen to police sta-
tions in the neighborhood.
After the police had succeeded' in
starting traffic shortly before mid-
night. men in a switch tower turned
out the signal lights and locked the
switches. This caused an effective
block-adle end precipitated what for
some time threatened a riot of such
proportions as to necessitate the
summoning of police reserves from
the entire city.
Linder a threat by the police to
break into the tower-house, the rail-
road officials threw oper. the switches
turned on the lights and the long line
of densely packed' cars started 
to
move.
When affairs reached a crisis, In
-
spector Grant wale to Dow 
Smith
an official of the road, who had 
been
on the scene with division inspector
s
much of the evening, and ordered h
im
to command the motormen of the 
cars
to send them. aiheaad.
Smith refused' to give the order a
nd
was placed under arrest charged 
with
disorderly conduct. When i wa
s
found that such a charge woul
d en-
able the prisoner easily to ob
tain bail
the charge was ehaniresA" tir
gt -of
blocking the highway.
Division superintendents, in his ab
-
sence, insisted in carrying out 
his
programme, and ebey were tilso 
ar-
rested.
Consolatory,
^
A correspondent of an English.* pa-
pertells how some one visited a w
ild
boast !chow and saw a count
ryman
come in bearing Amistakable si
gns
of having had a glass, too much. 
A
tiger scratched' the back of the han
d
with which the man grasped a bar
of the cage. The lacitration was se
-
vere, and the pain was grea't. The
sufferer danced about and twirled his
shillalah, crying: "Let 'him out! Let
hinrout till I have me way wit? him."
A companion tried to sobthe the
irate dancer eolith this neaj. inn?
promptu: "Never mind, Pat.. sure
he only wanted to scrape acquaint-
ance wid ye."
HAD MANY
COESVESTERDAY
WELL KNOWN CITIZEN FINED
FOR BREACH OF OR-
DINANCE.
Jim Taylor Held to Circuit Court for
'Obtaining Money Under
False Pretenses.
Judge Puryear had a rather fell
docket in his city court yesterday.
The cases had accumulated from -sev-
eral days. They were as follows:
F. W. Katterjohn, breach of ordin-
ance 'in not cutting the weeds from
property. Fined $to and costs.
Terry Malone, cruelty to animals.
Assessed $to and costs.
Albert Roger il disorderly conduct.
Left open on promise of doing bet-
ter.
Frank Johnson, disorderly conduct.
Left open for witnesses.
Arn Tao:or, breach of the peace
;n assautling a one legged negro boy.
Mulcted for $25 and costs.
Jim Taylor, for obtaining money
under false pretenses by selling a
pistol not his own property. Held to
answer to the circuit court in the
sum of $300.
Minnie Gray, for false swearing.
Case continued until Wednesday.
Lulu Burch, breach of ordinance in
harboring a vicious dog. Dismissed
as the dog had been killed.
Earnest Walker. breach of the
peace. Case left open for additiona!
evidence.
KNOTS AND MILES.
Improper Use of the Word Conrus-
ing to Landsmen.
Even nautical men soirotintes
make mistakes in speaking of knots
andmiles. There is an opinirrt with
some that- a knot is the same as a
naudral wile, whereas it Simply
means a unit of speed. The vatcht,-
men's Guide says: "There is -1 grow-
ing practice of making an i•oproper
use of the word knot, not o'-!y with
landstnen, engineer and shipbuilders
but also with those who should
know better. The prevailing idea
seemsto be that a-knot is the same
as the geographical, nautical or sea
mile, andl the word knot is used to
prevent any possible confus'on with
the statute land mile. But this is
quite wrong. The knot is the cos-
mopolitan unit of speed emrloyed at
sea by sailors of all civi'ized tin-
fipris, One knot is a speed of one
natitical mile an hour. the nautical
being the mean sexagesitnr! minute
of latitude on the earth's sorface, so
that it is oo x 60-5 too tries from
the equator to the pole, and this :5
the only mile a sailor knows or
uses. The nautical mile 's a little
over 6.oRo feet. the admirelty meas-
ured mile (we do cot say the admir-
alty knot). that one knot is 1
speed of a little more than too feet
in a minute, more nearly tot to 102
feet in a minute; thus on a long line.
with a half minute glass or interval
of time, the distance be•ween the
lenote should be so feet or a little
over—say at feet. -
"The word knot is der'ved from
knots on the log line, the number of
knots that pass over the i'lip's taff-
rail during a half minute os, other in-
terval of time giving the speed of
the ship in knots. The only occasion
then. on which it is permissible to
use the word knot as the equivalent
ofa length ie in tracing the knots
of the log line. anti then, by a family
iar tendency in language. the
taller between two 'knots' is abbre-
viated in speech to the 'length of
knots.' By a curious perversity and
straining after precision, the incor-
rect expression 'knots an hour.' tr)
express the spied of a ship, is creep-
ing into general woe with the effect
of displacing the word mile by knot
No real sailor would say that a
rockon the land was half a knot, one
knot, etc.. away. it is too often
urged that the expression 'knots an
hour' is so much olearer and definite;
hut we might just as well measere
pressure in atineisplseres per square
Kind Si au.
"No, dear," mi4 he, "I don't in-
tend' to have you do your own work
after we are married"
"Ts that so, dear?" she cooed.
"Yes," he want on, "1 havetjust
been looking up Your business af-
fairs, and I find you are perfectly
able- to keep a hired girl."—Detroit
tree Press.
The prote-cteil cruiser Milwaukee
fulfilled all requirements 01 the gov-
ernment in her four-hour straight-
away rum of TOO miles oat to sea.
The speed for for hours was 22.216
Uinta avenage. -Twentystets knots
were required.
INTERESTING IT
About
year.
•
150,00 persons ''die'
Twenty-five yean"ago Berlin had
793 telephones. Today it has 35,00e
, 
Hamburg ` its 47.5oo worth of
blueberries,atert year for changing
white wine into red wine.
Sari Jose, Cal., recently celebrats
ed the sixtieth annivessary of the
raising of the American flag in the
limits of the present city.
Billiards were brought into fash-
ion by Louis XIV. of France, in the
sgventeeath century, because his doc-
tor ordered. him to take exercise af-
ter hit.-..meals.
A leather belt for driving machin-
ery will last thirty years if cared for.
The largest ever made was 46 feet
long, 5 feet wide, and weighed just
over a ton.
—13Ft1iamin Turner, whe----h-belie
to have been the last survivor of the
troop ship Birkenhead in 1852, died
at Portsmouth recently at the age or
71.
A tri-weekly "train de luxe" is to
be placed in service over the new
Simplon route for passengers be-
tween England. and Italy, via Caalais,
Paris, Lausanne and Milan.
Plans for the salt water and high
pressure system for the purpose (-f
fire protection to the business part
of the city of Seattle have been com-
pleted. The plan is modeled after
the Philadelphia system.
Some of the. restaurants for work-
men in Paris are conducted strictly
on hygienic principles. Even the
napkins are not put into rings and
allowed to touch, but are put int.')
marked pigeon holes, and each labor-
er gets his own upon entering.
Baronese rederstrom, as plain
Mime. Patti, has, made as much as
$30o,000 in a single byear, though a•
present. it is said, she does not trou-
ble to make more than $5ooco. Mel-
ba earns $15o.000 when in fuH work
and Sarah Bernhardt makes as av-
dragt Of $70,000.
By a remarkable law of royal eti-
quette. which has existed for a num-
ber of years at the court of Siam, no
person is permitted to sleep in an
apartment situated above that occu-
pied by the icing. A deliberate
breach of this' rule has on more than
one occasion been punished. by death.
- —
CLICKS FROM THE WIRES.
Bernard L T.evinthal, who for flu--
teen years has been chief rabbi of
the orthodox Jews of Philadelphia.
ha e been elected Tteief rabbi if the
entire body of orthodox Jews in the
United States, at the fourth annual
convention of orthodox Jewish rab-
bis, in seeijupitaVa'renton. N J
The president has appointed J. J.
Dunn as supervising inspector of
,„steam vessels for the fourth district
at St. LoLuis. Mr. Dunn is the pres-
ent local inspector of boilers at
Ky.
John Black and. Will liagin. ne-
groes. were lynched by a mob of aoe
men near Fort Gardner, P.Ak county.
Fla , Thursday The negroes kilkd
Ed Granger, a white turpentine op-
erator, without provocation.
The correspondent at Vienna, Att-
tria. of the I.ondon Daily Express
says that locusts are devastating the
neighborhood of Debreezin, where
crops of 60000 acres already have
been consumed. Desperaate means
have been adopted to keep back the
invasion, but without avail.
Dependable
Artistic
and
BEANTIFIL
Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this seasen
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
icit-pins and buckles, Nair
Ornameots, in semis, sod
Burettes, Silver Card Cases
and Pulpits. We are
showing all of the
NEW STYLE BRACELETS
•
WOLFF
two members of the Beat° family
L. 
Me and IlacN Diamond Rigs-) 
9
by, anothet negro, shot and kille
d'
..— 
Xlast winter. 4 IL
Robert Poindexter, a negro, was
banged at Plaquemine, Louisiana
-
JEWELER
327 SKOMOWAY.
ee 
t. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rastas 5 and 6 Register Buildins
5113 isa Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Now 'Phone 4po.
SPOCIALTIES:
Ales-braining of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Stasi Estate Law.
• R. T. LDOWTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Kea.
tacky.
 4
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
si-and 12, Columbia Blcie
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Cohienbia Bldg.
Paducallt.
Kentucky,.
OLIVER & WGRKG
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bag
Marshall County; 
ns 
Old 'Phone 
K4:
Aeo 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. 
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLE!,,
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mille,
CS MarbleLonrEss.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Builds
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 12o NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office sip
DR. R. F. HEARNE
RROOKHILL BUILDING.
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ABOUT NOTHING
HOW A SMALL RUCTION CAME
NEAF PRECIPITATING
A LYNCHING.
An ladditat ol It Evening Which
Though a Farce, Came Near
?migrating as a Drama-
An incident which
evening about 6 o'clock
of the city scales, on
street near Kentucky
near precipitating a
tiwong Which gathere
than it can be told co
V-
,occu..-redi last
in the vicinity
South Second
avenue, CIVITLe
not ere- the
less time
.lal -What
wee ne
!Dr. J. W. Pendley, in driving about
thewity, sew a wagon load of water-
melons near the city 'aekles'iteed de-
cided to buy one. On going to the
wagon he found several rregroes about
and among thenv Gabe Fleteher, who
apparently on purpose got in his way.
Not liking this the docter asked him
to step aside 'a moment and got an
insolent reply. '1 hereupon The' doctor
unlimbered his 'astir& ,right: arm and
;
Fletcher went to grass. thbngli the
negro showed a disposition to resent
the blow, he made no attempt to do
so until Dr. Pendley bought a melon
and started toward his buggy to leilve.
Out as he walked away he kept his
eyes on Fletcher and saw hint pick
• tip a brick and start toward him
When the negro got rfear he stopped
andl instantly Fletcher hurled the
brick at him and broke and ran back
• on the scale grounds and out ow 04142y
leading into Kentuciay avenue. The
doctor gave chase afoot, and as he
ran he called out to some parties
• ahead to stop the negro. Instantly
several men took up the cry to stop
Fletcher and started after him. Oth-
ers did the Same thing. and with each
step the darky took the number mul-
tiplied by fives. tens arid twenties, ap-
parently. for the chase had not lasted
over five minutes and not overa blocit
had been covered ere there were some-
thing like three hundred men in pur-
suit of Fletcher. And from "stop that
man" the cry had become "stop that
murderer." etc.
Fletcher was headed off on Ken-
they avenue near Third by a couple of
60 sten. and in s moment the crowd of
pat-suers were around him clamoring
to know of what he was guilty, and
manifesting much inclination to than-
die him accoreDtgly. There was per -
hap, never a more scared negro in
• Paducah than Fletcher. an' When his
captors started toward the city hall
with him he led them a merry ehaie
to get there, being agged• on by some
rough cuffing by those about him. Ile
ihad been delivered to Lieutenant Pot-
ter and hustled down into the bastile
below the city hell before one-tenth
of the crowd about him knew that he
was not a murderer, a rapist or guilty
of other foal crew* And it was no
doubt fortunate- that this was the case
for had some eons efied rim lynx+ him
and a rope had been handy there
would have been one less negro ;a
the city this morning without *slot.
The crowd would have done. the job
ere they could have Steen checked
even if there could have been rnadia
a call to check them. This is not 'but-
ting the statement too strogg. Wi
the crowd learned. Tietcihe4 offense
at the city hall it was quick to dis-
perse and rf.'.d so good humoredlyAnd
with much comment as to how near
the fool negro came to being mobbed
for something of which he was inno-
cent.
In atterupti4 be forte his way into
the city Nall and throuirli a doer
whieth was being held by the little son
of (T.ty Jailer Evitts, Wayne Town-
send. • ship carpenter. who was drink-
ing. dapped) the EvItts lad Mr. Evitts
happened to be near, and "A "Tieing
told of the slapping of the boy he
promptly went after Townsend, and
finding him in the hall, thumped hies
a lick or two, and cent him reeling in
•
Met from the building. When Town-
send appeared soon after at a near-
by drug store 'Ins- feet- leredreel like he
the& rim against w tivas saw. This
excitement *boat-'øe 
eecond incident reus_wed4ightly the i
hall,' but
soon quietness' again prevailed.
1.2-st night on the infoe mita t irm
lodged by Dr. Penally the negro
Fletcher was warranted, charged with
stanoult, atnd will be so arraigned in Dad
the city- court today. his bond was A
fixed at $300. but he -Made no attempt
to give bail.
'Concerning the first incident' there
were many blood-curdfling reports in
circulation ocer the clkarf -last night
Some of these reports were to the
effect that Dr. Pentlike had ticket!' it-:
most cot to death 'by the iseged,itud
a ' that lin. turn the captor* .of the negro
bad beet him up, so ,he was al-
l' most drad when ItIcicitct up. Dr. Pend-
ley was not even hit by the brick
thrown at him, and the negro, though
fiarucit some blow,: by the crowd #
vAich gathered abont ibim when . he
was first caught. was not i,.._. much
ASTOR RESIGNS
HIS PULPIT
REV. E. H. CUNNING-HAM TO
ENTER THE ,EYANGELI-
1FIRLD:
Nee Dees fa Charge of Second Be
tat Church Eighteen Months.
Successful Minister.
Rev. E. Cunningham, pastor for
the past eighteen months of the Sec-
ond Baptist Church, located at the
corner of South Ninth and Ohio
streets, Sunday tendered his resigna-
tion. of the charge. The congregation
was loth to accept the resignation, but
%mon a statement by Mr. Cunning-
ham as to )is wishes and intentions
6th ii was done. The resignation, how-
ever, is not to take effect until three
months hence.
Mr. Cunningham's connection with
the second Baptist Church has been
most tnarloed for success. He has
proven a most untiring pastor, and
through his administration the church
membership has been %about doubled
and the financial strength has been as
profitable. He will leave the church
in an exceedingly fine c.)ndition to
whoever succeeds him.
Mr. Cunningham will enter the
evangelical fie/di next year, having
proven very successful in this line of
work. He is indeed at his best as a
pastor when conducting revival's, and
the church will be a gainer and not
a loser by his decision to leave a sta-
tion for the open field.
ITO SUIT FOR SETTLEMENT
One Party Claims Another Owes
Him Large •Number.
Several suits were filed in the
circuit court here yesterday. The na-
ture of the suits were as follows:
B. E. Whitmer against the Gen-
eral Assembly of American. Benevo-
lent association of St. Louis, for $125
and an attachment. The amount is
that of a judgment secured previous-
ly, and the suit is to enforce the
judgment and to secure an attach-
ment if any property can he found.
H. L. Styers filed a suit against
W. A. McClure for $5,564, alleged to
be due in a settlement of a partner-
ship. The two were in the timber
business and recently had a settle-
trent for dissolution. The plaintiff
alleges that the defendant had col-
lected money and attended to the
business, and that he owes him the
above amount.
Rachael Calhoun filed a snit anainst
Albert Calhoun for divense gel th(
ground of abandonment. They were
married in August, 19ot, and ‘epa-
atcd in November. Topa.
GOUGING PEOPLE.
Ten-Cent Fare to Coney Island Meld
to Be Illegal.
New York, Aug 13.—Justice Will-
iam J. Gaynor of the appellate divi-
sion of the supreme court. in Brook-
lyn, today decided that a to-cent fare
to Coney Island is illegal, and that a
passenger ihas a right to refuse to pay
the second fare
The decision was handed down in a
habeas corpus proceeding to obtain
the release of a person who had bees
arrested for refusing to pay the sec-
ond fare on the Brooklyn sapid tran-
sit lines.
An official of the company said to-
night that there would be no refine-
.tion of the fare tomorrow, and that
the conductors will demand ten cents
from every passenger going to the
seashore.
Seven Sets of Triplets.
PParis. Aug u.—There is a farm-
er near here who is proud that the
stork has been particular) y kiss% to
him and brongth him 21 children
Melange, the prood father of , the
youngsters has been married only
seven years and every year his wife
presented him with- tripkta:
AGED LADY'S, I'
SUDDEN DEATH
MRS. CATHERINE HESSIG EX-
PIRES FROM HEMMOR-
RHAGE OF LUNGS.
A Former Resident Also Dies Sed-
denly-Ma Memphis of
Heart Troubles.
Mrs. Catherine Hessig, mother of
Dr. Litman Hessig, died yester-
dlty at I ,o'clock p. rm., at the resi-
cienee of the son, at Eighth and
Jackson streets, from the effects of
a hemmorrbage of the lungs she had
on Sunday.
The deceased was seventy years of
age, was a native of Switzerland but
had been living in America since tfiso
and in Paducah since about 186o,
corning here from Cincinnati. She
was the widow of Dr. Fred A. lies-
:g, who was a practictioner and
druggist during his residence here.
Mrs. Hessig was a lady of the old
school, of a most kindly nature. and
was highly esteemed by all friends.
She was a consistent church woman
and had a substantial property left
her by her husband and son, the late
Fred Hessig, of Memphis. She left
no family other than her son and
two grand children, sons of Dr. Hes-
sig, who live in New York.
It is understood that Mrs. Hessig
Sunday when she became satisfied
that she could not live made her will
and left nearly all of her property to
her grand sons and made Mr. Fred
Kamleiter her administrator.
The funeral occurs this afternor
at 3 o'clock from Pr. Hessig's resi-
dence. Services will be conducted by
Rev. Fields, of the Third Street M.
E. Church. Interment in Oak Grove
cemetery. All friends are invited.
Mr. Louis Lutz, formerly 'in the
ernoy of the Furniture company
herd, died suddenly in Memphis,
where he has resided for some time,
yesterday morning, of heart failure.
He survived by his wife and
three children. He was a brother
of Mr. T. B. Lutz, of 1;44 South
Seventh street, this city, who was
called yesterday to attend the fun-
eral of his brother.
Mrs. Sa'lie Meadows age 79 years
died yesterday at 930 South Eighth
street. Her 'funeral will take place
today at Boaz, Graves county, Ky.
PLEDGE TO VOTERS
BRIBE, JUDGE SAYS
---
Michigan Jurist Upsets Traditional
Methods of Condutting
Campaign..
Detroit. Mich.. Aug. 1:I.—That a
pledge made to voters by candidates
asking for their suffrage amounts in
fact and; in law to an attempt to
bribe is the declaration of Judge
VVInsor, who has declared three can-
didates for sheriq disqualified foe
election because 'Of promises made to
voters.
'Judge Winsor ,deridles that in case
either three is elected, he will be in-
eligible to serve and' the election will
be void. George V. Gibbs, police
chaif of Mlarshall, Promised that if
elected he would charge the county
only the actnal cost for boarding pris-
oners in jail, although the price of
Is cents a day each is fixed.
A. K.. Prentiss offered to serve for
$t*:+o, whereas the regular salary is
$1500
I. J. Buckley owns two trained
bloodhounds, of which he offered the
county the free use dkiring hi; term if
elected.
Judge Winsor holds that all three
have offered bribes to voters of the
county.
The tea gardens of northern India
extend over soo,000 acres, and they
produce 49o,00c,000 poundls of tea per
anntrm at a profit of $ton an acre.
BASEBALL
The Indians wqn yeiterelay and tied
a shutout to the visitors, knocking
Selby, out of the box in the first
DANVILLE.
Players. ab r bh oo a
C. Fleming, 3b. soio
Henline, c. t I 
5 0
  4 o 0 0
 4 3 3 I
ClikligairyWOTS.I*41, 14). 
 0 2 12 0 0
j°irms°t).1--L.-i Craig, r f. 3 co 0-11-3
Lattimore, s. 4 0 2 4 2 0
Ott, p. 
 4 0
Selby ...  
3  0 4 9 0 02
Gnesney 111 • 0 0 2 0
Total§ 360 7 ,a4 12 3
RADUCAH.
Players. ab r leh po a • e
Taylor, c. f' 
 4 • 0 0 I 0
Perry,'.,.' 3 I o 3 3
Quieley, 2b 
Cooper, I. f ir 3 I 0 3 • o
Wetzel, 3b.  .: '3 I s • to
Hass, tb. 
 2 I 0 12 0 o
Lloyd, r. f 
 
3 10000
Downing, c. 
 3 0 • 4 o
Mliller,p.  3 o o o 2 I
Totals 29 6 2 27 12 3
Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—RHE
Danville ....0 0000000 o--o 7 3
Padlucah ...6 0000000 *-6 2 3
Summary: Struck out—By Miller 6
by Selby 4. Hit by pitched ball—
Cooper and Haas. Wild pitches—
Midler r. Time of game—I hour and
40 minutes. .Umpire—Pualters.
Fan Dope.
The fans are incresaing gradually
at the ball park, as there are only
eiglht more games to be played on
home grounds.
Vincennes, the Champs, arc here
this afternoon.
Jimmie Vtright Will deliver his
goods to the visitors this afternoon
and' should win, as he has the sup-
port it takes to win.
Miller has proven himself to be
there whets needed.
Local fans are hoping to see Moller
pitch against the great "Perdue" of
Vincennes' bunch. These two young-
sters are the best in the kitty.
A hot contest is on at ball park
this afternoon. Let all our local root-
ers turn out with their horns.
Top Notchers Shut Out.
Cairo. Ill., Aug. 13.—Chenault was
wild today and the locals had little
difficulty in getting the only One of
the series. Johnson was the bright
start for the locals and pitched a bet-
ter ball, was hit fewer times than
Chenatilt. but did not allow themi to
be 'bunched on him, Cairo made her
scores in the first, and after that it
was a one, two, three and out affair.
ItHE
Vincennes 
 
e 6 2
 
 4 3 I
Batteries: Johnson• and Qpiesser;
Cbenault and Matteson.
Mattoon Won Double-Header.
Mattoon, Ill.. Aug. t3.—Patrick
("Rough House") McCarthy broke all
kitty pitching records by winning a
double-header from Jacksonville, let-
ting them down with three hits only
in each game and shutting them out
in the first and nearly duplicating the
feat in the second. Score:
FIrst game— RH E
Mattoon 
 4 5 3
Jacksonville 
 o 3 3
Batteries: McCarthy and Johnston;
Patrick and Belt.
Second game--
Mattoon 
 3 5 a 
3Jacksonville. 
• RHEI
2 1
Batteries: M'cCarthy and Johnston;
Fox and. Belt.
Restore Color. to Gray Hair,
Paris, Aug. 13.—Prof. Bouchard
has delivered a message of hope to
the gray-haired, He declared he ha'4
proved. beyond ("atilt that the appli-
eationof X-rays will muse gray hair
to reassume its amoral color.
Municipal Ownership FroCts.
Londoe, Avg. I3r---TIte aminal re-
port of the Nottingham Gas Com-
mittee is just issued, and. shows, a
profit of $505,000. The Nottingham
waterworks made a set of $36,000 on
the year. . cat 411111
Last Series of 7 he Season
League Park
August, 14, 15, 16, 17
ucah vs
Vincennes
August, 18, 19, 20, 21
Paducah vs Cario
Ladies Admitted Free. August
Double Header
vs Cairo
August 19th and 21st.
Games at 2:30 p. m.
17 and 21st.
Regular Games at 3:30 p. m.
Admission 35 Cents: Bleachers 25 Cents. Box Seats 60.
Let all come out aid make this closing series a memorable ,one in the his
by ttny of the licks. tory at the National Game in Paducah. Give the home boys a boost.
WE WAVE SOLD LOTS OF
SHIRT WAISTS THIS SEASON
AND HAVE MADE OUR PROFIT
ON THEM. IT IS YOUR TIME
NOW, WEI MUST MAKE ROOM
FOR OUR FALL READY-TO-
WBARS, TO DO THIS WH WILL
SACRIFICE EVERY ONE IN
THE HOUSE AT COST.
322-324BROADWAY=====
GOOl MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full Lin* al
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled"
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
Ed D.Hannan
Both Phones 201, 132 South Fourth St, 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Buildirg. Both Phones 369
1•!".911=1=MO  
5.00 to CHEW
AND RETURN, VIA THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21
Tickets gf)o(1 for v rag passage on •
SPECIAL TRAIN
Leave Paducah 
 
9;30 a. ins:
Leave Maxim 
 9:53 a. 111.
Leave Kevil . Jp:io 3. 111.
Leave L. Center *  ro:21 a. m•
, Leave liarlew 
. 
 
to:3o a. M.
Arrive Chicago 
 8:30 p.m.
  — -4
Returning, Tickets will be good on all Regular 'trains leaving Chicago
fo ass)! including Wednesday, August 29th, except Fails Mil Train leaving
Chicagss 2:se e ns.
Under no circumstances will a longer hnsit be given on the returrs
parties of these Excursion Tickets.
Further Particular of
J. T. DONOVAN, Ticket agent, Illinois Central Railroad Paducah.
W. H. BRILL,
Div. Pass'r. Agent St. Louie, Mo.
A. H. HANSON. S. G. HATCH,
..Passenger Traffic Manager, CHIC AGO, ILL. General k'assenger Agt.
PADUCAH VS. VINCENNES
Aug. 14, 15, 16,17.
AT LEAG UE PAR.K.
GRAND STAN'S 35 CENTS. BOX SEA" of, cRwrg TPCKES
SALE SMI TN # NAGLE'S,
FOURTH & B ROADWAY. a.
REPLIES TO
(Continued From First Page.)
ing for sewers, for the filling of foul
'loot, absolutely- e. .1 dis- polies, for the speedy removal of de-
graceful, and continuing through caying matter. for pure food, for pure
ratonths; I heard at least twenty. water, for the removal of that which
witnesties examined pro and con ..• makes people sick. Why? The whole
I heard the ^""°11**111 of law- drift of the thoughtful world is pre-
yers for and against. I. saw the vention. "Save souls." Where will
-sxesort:ve there The chief  -WAS askiCai_y,04"ave You  
must _save
have seen resolutions and read inter-
views and heard people howl until I
I do not have to guess often to findFALsE 
 CRITIC 
where such things emanate.
"Save souls."
0 .1_.ict_a sislitor. before_yonr _board_1
to testify, but deelieed. No man
said-: "This is a dive we haave been
- trying to get rid of but the courts
have hindered us." To see if I was
in any sense unfair I went to the
city clerk and asked him if he bade
any record of the proceedings against
the keeper of the Sixth street saloon.
He said the had none, that such rec-
ords were kept in the offsec
went below and asked the question.
They said tire matter had not been-
before the courts. The chief came in
and said the witnesses he had sum-
moned were to testify before the
-
"joint committee on saloon license."
Lest I might be mistaken about
• some things I made another visit to
the hall and made a similar inquiry
and was told that Jude Cross could
tell me about the matter, and I saw
him and asked if the case had ever
been brought before him, and he said
about the first week in July one wit-
ness and only one had been brought
before him after the conditions of
the Sixth street saloon had been
brought to the attention of the joint
committee, and thus given to the pith-
lic. If the case was ever before the
late lamented judge the records do
not show it. Is that fair on my part?
The only individual criticism that I
•made on the sources of the mayor's
power was the -caging in effigy of a
splendid citizen of this city with noth-
ing against him but that he presided
over a body of honorable citizens ask-
ing for a better condition 6f affairs
The mayor's friends, those who re-
johoed over his election did that. I
said that was a disgrace to the Demo-
crats, that it beat them ,and should
keep them beaten until they learn to
have some respect for common de-
cency." I do not believe that the
mayor in his criticism meant to say
that he would defend that, but if he
_does. I do not. You do not make
great and good men out of boysl by
such object lessons. There was not
a man present who believed I reflect-
ed on the great body of the Demo-
cratic party. but on that crowd which
Is not for principle, but self.
Who elects officers when good men
will not agree but simply cancel
each others votes? Why, of course
the selfish who care nothing for
country or morals, but self.
While I was out of the city last
week there was an.occurrence, to me
absolutely incomprehensible:- If my
voice has ever been raised in the es-
pecial interest of any two classes of
-people it has been the young. and the
men who toil. The Central Labor
ertion. which is supposed to be the
mouthpiece of all the labor unions
saw fit to give to the evening papers
'and I understand tried to give to the
morning paper, some resolutions tak-
ing me severely to tasic for what I am
-accused of saying in the pulpit two
weeks ago. I do leo know who
these men are, nor do I know wheth-
er anyof them heard me or not. It
is hard for me to believe that these
resoltitions had their origin among
the. toiling sons of Paducah. I have
not had time since my return to find
out just who were present, or the
source from whence the resolutions
came. So for the 'present. knowing
that there is not a laboring man in
this city who can have one thing
against me or has in ilis heart any
opposition to what I have done and
,am trying to do for this city. I shall
pass the authorship. The intelligent
moral element of laboring people has
ever been and is now the bulwark of
the nations of the earth, and that
that class of people should attack a
man that has done what I have is in-
credible. But to the resolutions, in
part. They say:
"We also deplore an attack made
recently from the pulpit upon our '
chief of Tellice heeatoe of the fact that
Tor vesra he has seesodi the people of
this city faithfellv. rid w • do not be-
lieve there has hccti a tim, when duty
called him but what. he was up an
doing. and if ;troper ;.id was given.
'him in the shase ef instead
of suggestions there woehl he better
results. * * * And would sug-
gest to those wise spend their time
in toweling fault with to ity officers
to turh their atteistion :0 trying to
nave souls and weeeirs;s' oet the hypo-
crites from OM eF.irlir . whet her
they he paupers or ge.el paying mern-
'beet
"Saving souls." I will not ridicule
these resolutions tint:1 I know more
of their origin. I hoes buried too
-neatly out of the homes of laborers;
I have knc:t at the loolsAtes of the
silk of too many laborerst have
-
tramped and driven too much over
this city on missions of leve and mar-
cy ,and I 'know too well she deep
yearnings of the laboring people for
purity to believe they are against me
in a g Tent battle for purOy. This is
not the first battle I ever fought. I
icnovv whom ysu ca., Jeoctul upon. I
of health. lie makes his living and
supports his family by visiting the
sick, 'but the is a true men. He is ask-
them to purity of mind and heart here
I before you can save them in 
heaven.
All of my world is toward "saving
souls." There came into my hands
some vile literature. 'I went before
the board of education and asked that
they secure leg:slation against it, and
by careful watching I found where
some o fthlis• literature came from I
went-before the committee absolutely
alone. I went "--e the councilmen.
-I went tiefetre - • aldermen and sslrl
almost verbat.m• these words: "I
come with mo petition, but I come
myself, representing the people, and
ask that these dens from which pro-
ceed this vile and de: Iructive literature
be not allowed to continue further.
There are thousands of men who
leave their homes and go to their
daily toil who cannot attend and pro-
tect their children. The wives of these
men are bound at home by the cares
of domestic life and cannot attend
their children. I appeal to you, gen-
tlemen. to make conditions such that
the children of these toiling men may
oo forth as free as possible from
heft of mind and body."
Is it this for which I am criticised?
I heard and saw the fearful and dis-
graceful condition that prevailed at
Broadway and Eleventh and sought
and secured ready relief. Is that
trying to "save souls?"
But these resolutions deplore that
I am even reported to have said "that
there is not a boy or girl in Paducah
16 years old with. a pure moral sense,"
and Odds "were this statement true
our churches in the past years have
been failures, our schools a farce and
our homes dirty dives" Suppose I
hacl said exactly that. Is this conclu-
sion -lrue? No. Is it a reflection on
our churches, our schools and our
homes? Yes. But it does not make
"our churches failures. our schools
farces and our homes dirty dives."
What is the moral sense.
First—it is not natural, but ac-
quired. Here is a child three months
old, as pure as ale driven snow, but
it has no moral sense. The most
immoral conduct may be perpetuated
in the child's presence and not in the
least affect its moral sense, because
it has none
Second—The moral sense is that in-
tellectual power by which we -d-iter-
nine the moral quality of an action
or institutiors
Third—A pure moral sense is a
moral sense which will give to all
actions and institutions their right
moral value.
How are acquired senses devolped?
The muscular sense is acquired. All
of us have more or less muscle, •but
very few of us have a pure muscular
sense. Go to your groceryman; ask
for three pounds of sugar; he puts
sown in a sack; he lifts it from the
counter, thus measuring it by the
muscular sense; he puts it upon the
scales; the scales verifies the judg-
ment of his muscular sense. Suppose
his muscular sense has been developed
according to a false scale, so fourteen
ounces is the pound. Can it stand
the test by a true scale, sixteen ounces
to the pound? No. Anyone •lonows
it csa,nnot. Are our mental senses less
sensitive than our muscular? Can pure
Moral senses he developed in the
midst of impure starednrds and tol-
erated vices? Can children long ac-
customed to unblushing vice make a
proper estimate of its awful turpitnde?
No. And every teacher and author of
note in the world is in harmony with
me. • I do not know an exception.
Why the world-widle cry against the
meat packers? Everybody knows
Pure food, pare air, pure water, clean
material conditions for health of
hedy; pure examples. pure crivrort,-
merits, pure literature, high ,idisels for
right moral senses No man can
gainsay it. For this I' stand now and
forever.
GOES TO HONDURAS.
eras Sentoio--central
jos to Investigate Yellow
Fever.
...........1111•11i1MILM•ant a —a. darn la. a a
Cairo, Ill., Aug. 13.—Dr. q. H
Guiteras, surgeon of the U. S. Ma-
rine fhiosprital here, left yesterday
evening for Rew Orleans. From
there he will sail to Salvador, Hon-
cturaS, at the direction of the govern-
ment, to determine the yellow fever
situation in Central America. It vviil
he -remembered that Dr. . Guiteras
•was sent south last year to serve in
the stopping of the epidemic which
was raging then.' It is thought that
the doctor will be absent from Cairo
about three weeks or a month.
"Say, jinksl"
"Well?"
"What wod you do if brought
lace to face with the inevitable?"
"Why. I'd bob, to it, of course."—
Louisville Courier-Jouresti.,
1
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NEW YORK voromAws. SHOES
Philadelphia Oritie Save 21 1.4dr Ap-
pearance Indicates Care-
lessness.
Sold a Philadelphia woman the °di.
Or dif:
"There is one peculiarity about wom-
en in New York which mina strike any
stranger coming to the city.
"At how, and in most other places
I have visited, a wows' heels almest
well dressed If only her gloves and
shoes are new and really smart look-
Ia New York that evidently is
sot the case, at least as tar aa the
InotArear is concerned. •
"Have you Reflood k? Even very
rail dressed women over hem wear
poor shoes. When they are not shabby
and broken they are of poor last and
eneap leather.
"And the fact is the more remarkable
because I have never seen men more
extravagant in their footwear than
those of New York. The next time
you are in an elevated train or street
car observe the row of feet opposite.
The men will almost without exception
be well shod, and there will be
glimpses of the most beautiful things
In silk and embroidered socks appear
trig above their shoe tope; while the
stylishly clad feminine foot will be
conspicuous by its absence.
"I don't know whether it is that the
New York woman considers a five-dol.
tar shoe an unheard of extravagance
or whether she is a poor judge of foot-
wear. But whatever It Is, I prefer the
okl-fashioned Philadelphia opinion
that a lady is known by her bands and
fees more than by anything else."
HER BUSINESS NIMLITY.
neap Deal That Netted Essourcetal
Wife One Hundred
Dollars.
Senator Plata, in a humorous speech
was praising woman at a dinner party
"And her business ability!" he ex.
claimed. "Only the other day the
young wife oe a young friend of inlet
said excitedly to her husband on he
return borne:
" 'John, I have made move money
than you to-day.'
" 'How much have yeu made! hi
asked.
" 'A hundred dollars,' she said
proudly.
'"Good, good!' cried the young
man. 'And how did you make It?'
" 'Well,' said the young lady, 'yov
know my old piano that you only paid
$300 for? I sold it to-day for $400.'
" 'Gracious, and what are you go.na
U, do with all the mosey?' he asked.
" 'Oh, there isn't any money,' she
mid.
" 'Eh?'
" 'You me, I sold the plane to a deal.
ex,' she explained. 'He gives me a new
one for lio00 and allows me $400 rot
the old one. Haven't I done well? LI
you'd stay home and let me run your
business tor you, you'd 'grow rich
Think, $100 a day! That is over $300,-
000 a year.' "
MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS
Three Peaks in Western Mountains
Poland to Be Metal-Bearing
Volcanic Beck.
Prof. Philip R. Uhler returns to be
teity with the report of • discovery
which he made in the western Mary-
/and mountains. Three peens, the prin-
*foal one named Buzzard's Knob,
crown a plateau about six miles from
the city, reports the Baltimore Ameri-
can. It was for Prof. Uhler to discover
teat the three prominences are in fact
oolcanoes, and that they are the very
oldest type of volcanic rock that le
found in the United States.
These peaks are of a different form
Mom volcanoes like Vesuvius. In the
latter form of volcano molten lava and
stones are forced up by superheated
steam, leaving a deep hole, but In
these craters in western Maryland the
whole mountain was originally in a
molten condition and the top crust MSS
forced upward in a dome-shaped form,
nail such lava as aid not escape was
*seed mit in yenta at various placers
The volcanic rode of the region is met-
al-leartng, and specimens of gray,
green and gold copper were found by
Dr. Uhler. The, domes of the craters
were somewhat elliptical in shape.
MEANING OF SURNAMES.
Derivation of Some of the Family
Names Familiar is
Our Day.
Nearly all surnames originally had a
meaning. They were descriptive of
their owners. In a word, they were
nicknames, like "Skinny," er "Shorty,"
Philadelpoia
Peel is a surname that shows the
original Peel to have been bald. °rase
means fat—from the French "gras."
Grane.from "grand," means big.
An Oliphant should be a clumsy and
unwieldy person. This surname wail
"elephant" originally.
The Parker, were keepers of noble.
men's parks. The Warners were war-
reners or rabbit tenders. The Barker*
prepared bark for basilic The La-
boneheres vilere butchers.
Bell meant handsome. Cameron
meant crooked-nosed. Curtis meant
polite. And Forster meant forester;
Napier, a servant in charge of the ta-
ble linen; Palmer, a pilgrim; Wain-
wright, a wagon builder; Webster, a
weaver; Wright, a carpenter.
Mending Illatims.
"Haven't you often wondered why
as many broken down widowers wart
to get married again,"
"Why, no. Naturally, they want to
gat ro-paired."—BaltimOre Aasit,rican.
_ . .
AN EGYPTIAN
- QUICK SHAVE.
•
"Give me a.milolt shave," said a man
Who had wandered Into a strange-
looking barber shop in lower Washing'
ton.
"Yes, sair," replied the Eiteretiall
barber, who was stout and swarthy.
He began to unbutton the customerl
coat and waistcoat.
"Hold on! I asked for a shave," su
claimed the customer.
"I shave you, *air," said the harbor,
and oalnaly proceeded to hang up the
-,Irealing apparel.
 MN he removed collar gal OA, un-
buttoned the eastemer's shirt and
Melted it eters.
eVibat are you going to dot" de
mended the customer, now a little
trightened. "Is this the way to et ye
a quack shave?"
-1 mho you feel plenty of gook"
said the barber reassuringly.
Then he began to strop a razor like
a jar:akar:is with a large inlaid ebony
handle aoctaining a fan and a stiletto.
eNe's going to cut my throat."
thought the customer. "I'd bitter keep
Quist and perhaps I can escape. This
is a quick shave with a vengeance- rn
loos my train, anyway."
It was one alleviation that the bar-
ber was not loquacious. He went about
his work seriously and methodically.
He poured some drops of an arosnate
be tincture into a basin and carefully
washed the patient's cheat. The next
thing was to investigate certain mole'
and in one or two cases to pull out
hairs with a pair of tweezers and ase
ply a dab of olatmeLt.
Then taking • gilt shaving cup ho
sertbod with shorthand symbols of
Arable he lathered the sheet, shoul-
ders and lower back of the mak Of lie
mistomer and proceeded to shave with
the mekknifts, which was fairly glom
"By the way, is this an operatics for
appendicitis" asked the customer with
mild sarcasm. "Perhaps you think I'm
an actor going to wear a low socked
toga IL the forum scene."
shave good Egyptian Berle." re
plied the other serenely, and fetching
a silver basin with a semi-circular
opening to St the neck he placed it un-
der the patient's chin sad hooked up
a chain around the back.
The effect in the mirror was of a de-
vice to feed infanta. Its object, how-
ever, seemed to be to catch the super-
abundant thin lather that flowed In
streams from the upper lid and down
the sides of the face.
"Go ahead." spluttered the hapless
euirtomer, noticing a clock la the mir-
ror. "You've oily been at this qutsh
shave for 31 minutes. Do you amorally
make appointments by letter?"
The facie was shaved twice la the
space of 16 minutes, and the lass La
the chair had hopes of escaping ite
reckoned without knowledge, tor the
Wants' basin continued to be piked up
and the artist opened a box of surgical
tools.
One of these, a mirror and probe
combined, searched the secret pluses of
the ear and cleaned it out. Another in-
strument shaved the inside of the ear,
which was then scented and anointed.
The same tool did a delicate yob on the
eyebrows, removing two hairs in the
mister.
"A dental surgeon. too," murmured
the almost resigned paUent, as the
barber pried his mouth open. serape/
the trick of his teeth with a small steer
hoe and inserting a roll of slipperples
bark used it as a toothbrush.
The rights of privacy seemed muck
exceeded when the patient's tongue
was seized by silver nippers and
scraped by another instrument
"I fix your finger nail in your foot?'
asked the artist at this juncture.
"No, no; you've done enough to me.'
exclaimed the customer. "Let the reel
of my body alone. I suppose if I'd
asked for a lair cut, instead of a gulch
shave, you would have amputated my
leg and trepanned my skull."
"Egyptian barber; do everyt'ing."
was the calm reply. "I graduate
school in Cairo."
The concluding operations were as
orange flower seented fans wash,
anointings of various sorts, (*militias
of the eyebrows, a dry shampoo of Mr
hair, with perfuming anointing an/
combing, and a squirt of some fragran
liquid into mouth and noetrils. Al
this brought the total time for a quid
shave up to one hour and eight min
rites.
"What is the damage?" said th• cos
touter as he was reclothing himself.
He felt himself In fact much fresh-
ened and exhilarated after so many
and varied attentions.
"Twenty-five cents." replied the
swarthy artist, namieg a higher price
than he charged to compatriots.
"Bay, that's dirt  cheap," exclaimed
the American, adding a ten-cent gratu-
ity. But you ought not to advertise
It as a quick shave, old man."
"The quick Egytian shave," said the
barbor.—Washington Post.
Servant's Long Service.
The following announcement ap-
pears in the Geneva papers: "M. and
Mme. Edouard Monou regretfully an-
nounce the death of their faithful Irene
ant, Mlle. Gabrielle Thomasset, who
has been in the iterviee of our faintly
for the last 76 years in succession."
The aged servant was 89 years old
at the time of her death.
Church eared from lands.
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The New Veterinary HooPital.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinargi Surkeons and dentists. Special facil-
ities have been provided dor in constructing our new hospital which ea-
abtes us to treat all diseases oi horses and dogs its the salost modern
master. Wle have a cleats airy, sanitary and up-to-date plate and see
that es complete in every detail.
We invite you to call and inspect our place.
°Wee and Hospital, 429 .Soutla Third street.
Odhce phone, old, t344e; new /SS; residence i816. e/1
The ancient chu Th of St. Piran Independents • Factor.
(Cornwall), which was recently dis-
covered in the sands at Perraio le There are not enough straight Re-
about to be reator id The church pnblicans to elect a governor. There
stands near an ancient town of Cora are not enough straight Democrats to
wall, long since lost in the sands, end I elect a governor.' There are not
is considered to be by tar the aided 1 enough municipal ownership partisans
la the country. 
- to elect a governor. The nominee
•
4
this state suffices to elect a candidate,
will be the one of that party that will
draw the majority of the independent
vote. The independent vote this year
bid* fair to he more independent than
ever before and may prove to be more
ii trrnerous.--arookl yn Eagle.
IA* will secure a plural* wigs% ist
•
C C
•
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jOST AN ACCENT
MN MOST CASES IT MI DUE
GROSS CARELEIMUIREIS.
GUM Makned for Idle Through llIo-
nseatany Neglect of Nurse—Pleas-
ant Bxperiences Wk1d 8011111-
times Come by Asetdeat.
MIT MARGARET E. IBANCOMER.
a glopyright. Moe, by Joseph heeholle
Niatetenthe of the untoward hap-
'madams that people call occidental are
due to gross carelessness and shame-
tut aeglece
There are two sets of people in the
world—those who keep things up and
those who let things run down. The
6 rat have never indulged in the habit
of poking off till to-morrow what ought
holm done to-day. If the roof leaks or
there is • creel( hn the ceiling or a
loose board in the hoer or a sagging
blase or a broken ,window coed, they
et repot the damage at ones. They know
greeheetly that it costs lees to mead
*hos to mar, and marring goes rapidly
ed whore there is no melding. As
errogybody knows the best way to let
eves a fine house go to absolute ruin
• Is to shut it up and leave it without an
takehltant. A house that Is lived in
lasts longer and leaks better than a
boom that Is untenanted, hetrature the
dorms of nature are coastantly makias
war upon the buildinge of men, med •
coasaant battle must be waged airallees
the if moo are to come ssit victors.
This heedless housekeeper has cam
oily mentioned that there is a Chit
plain on the stair carpet which wik
presently wear into a hotel. She is not
tgastant of a rip in a rug which nitay
cat.* somebody's heel and cause a turn.
Ms. But being heedless, she put oil
revoking the rent in rpet and reit
amid an unlucky person hurrying alone
has a fall, whist mesas a hip out el
Wait or a broken leg, or, worse still
• jar which may cause apopleay te
seam ism in old age, sr the develop
meat of a malignant dims.* In meat
oast younger. These boleti* sequenca
de some from slight falls, and some
body be responsible.
• variety of miseries shaffle Mose
Is the train of so-egehrti aesideota
whim never should have been peratre
tad to occur. From time to Um* pew
pie die became they have sates toad
stone when they thought they w81,4
ening muishrooms. Norniag le mates
them in disteniguish between the delete
.ous settle and the deadly fungus, yet
;thins are those who mourn sem
donlim as if they were Lidd at the does
airsident
ehildren are sometimes ieft in the
Mrs et thoughtless hirelings and art
mainneed for life through tails for wheat
Awe was neither exouse nor accost**.
A aim fearfOily deformed with a great
beam between his shoulders was la
lida Mammy the most noble and Matta
tot et children. While his pretty nurse
was darting with a gallant pontooai
the baby carriage took a slide dewn a
dhow hill and was overturned at the
fon, sad years of pain and wretched
as. with Ste handicap of the beads-
bat. have paid for that folly.
We seldom read of a railroad sect-
dent that Is net due to the cazeledie-
UMW of somebody, and yet it would be
meet unfair to utter reemplag criti
Mims on tbe employes of publie con
verses's. The average man is superb-
ly ermetworthy. The engineer attars
to kis post end dies I. the 'Sort te
eases the traits. When me of the ea.
gloss ea Me "Majestic" was suddenly
girt mot of esemstimion set bong ago, by
Ahearn aesidemt that DO eam route tare
adlistpabed sir averted, the corps of is.
glowers. at the ritik of tbetr own
Is (hi Is.. of aloud. of asaiding seems
east et the machinery, and were ear
teed in the hospital afterwards. likee
were %mow
Ilbere are accident* that no env ma
peostemt. But as co:mooed with those
wileiele some by lack of care, they &VI
low. When the lightuing from the sky
Wass a mom dead as he sits In hie
Ileum er walks by the way, he may
be said C. perish by the net of God
But when a man takes held of a live
wire with bare ban la. be has ooly
himself to blame if he drops dead the
neat instant. The accident era stupid
sod foolhardy.
• •
We seed net limit what happens Is
appereat melaeat to disaster and ea.
lenity: There are plernait this(' that
• 
tem properly be set down to the we
mast of aecident, slim we ham Set
Sinned then nor In any way abode the
least provision, umatalky or ataterially,
few their coating to pads. A young ma
casts about for a good pheane to spend
a brief keelday. Busker's claims him
se emottontig that vacations are tow
and far between. Not often doss he
*Mali a returns. IShall be go to the
seettntobas, Cs the old homestead, to
Ike inland springs or the there? Shall
he accept • frined's livitabeon to hide
him es a yacht, or possibly shall he
go on • bicycle tour ever a distant
state? He featly decides on one jaunt
or another, with no ultimate object,
except to have a good hol.oay.
Yet on the yacht or in the farmhouse
Or by the way he is to meet a girl
whose eyes shall capture his heart and
wise shall change the face of the wibrld
far him for the rest of his life.
"How ease Hugh to wry Belie?"
I ears mired, wondering at what seem-
od an incongruous :marriage, the bus-
band A man of profound calibre and
varied learning, white the wile was a
ibrillittnt Noels/ butterfly, who eared ler
jiKie essept personal adorassesit Sal
ibeantitpl inerroundloge.
"St." Bahl the friend who showered
•ga., "they net on a slow steamer areas-
lag the •tlaattit. Nearly everybody as
hoard was semeek. Bet they had in
common the fact that they were both
Food Sailor, and „by the UZI* UM
4
•
•
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or Noland, had taken up arms Co rte.
sin the impost of a tribute las limy
of ene millIon carol!. The emptiest had
given over 14 of Ike ringleodore to
death y flre at the hands of Jammu,*
To Barrahr But still his vows of Yea-
'Ganes were unsettlated. There m-
addened the Tompie of Roland and the
Wilma from whose bead had swelled
the sails to war.
Jacques Barra beat again upon the
door. De Lannoy stood within with
leek set hard against the great oak
panels. Then he shot back the chains,
rehire the door, and bowed low acmes
the threshold Wore the gorgeous her-
ald. Upon the bell-ringer's right arm
was sewed a telltale band of wino
It was the badge of the rebellion.
Barra looked down upon De Laanoy,
and with a sneer upon his ecarred and
bearded countenance, &ruin; interpo-
lated:
"I am the man of Charles. By his
order I am commanded to take pomade
mon of this belfry, tear from its roots
the Tongue of Roland"—he stopped
short a moment, and this added in
tones intended to Oak into the heart
of the bellman—"and should I esiosua-
ter resistance, I am Co use my own
discretion. Remember Logien. Pril"
"Who was Leyden Pylr solhonly
answered De Lannoy, sparring for
Um*, although he well knew the grew-
mate story.
"A man after your own biadk heart
—4 dog of a traitor with a white badge
upon his arm"—he potnted with his
sword toward the benison's sleeve. "Me
died—bet unhappily. I, the tama of
Charles, crushed his Angers one by one
until he swooned from lass of Mood."
He laughed mockingly and throw his
steel gauntlet Into Do banner' s face.
Do Lannoy took a quick step behind
one of the attendants sad tore from
his hands his short sword. With it he
dieposed of the servant from whom
k had been snatched, and turned upon
the herald. The wounded attendant
fell to the mosaic pavement with a
groan. llke hungry tigers two oilier
follows leaped upon the belintimet bask
before he could make another zoom,
and bore him to the aroma&
A leathern thong was wrapped
ompend De Lonaoy's wrists sod twist-
ed taut until cruel chaste** was
mesped hoe the unprotected skin.
"Plow for the bell, men," Barra
cried, seedier upward with his seemed
"hear out the elapper--and
work of it."
It was quickly dome; Behind's
mays. beng epon a maniag whine
sae man maid readier WNW&
Barra Wombed again with 110 old
maser. Me took the hempen sops
wall whisk the betimes& had tem
west to ring his bell, and, daftly yea-
=
up the Ledder la the wall, Om-
it to Km reopen* la the Mart
et Roland from whisk the dapper hail
firm.
Then he dropped the eon. K isii
directly in De Laaboy's upturned tare
The beilman grossed in astielpolim
et hts fate.
Barra kindled a Sr* La the corner id
the tower. He braise tire Madre end
Mile, feeding their 'deltic& Foto the
lames. Into the heart ee the time he
thrust the heavy end of the boll Map-
per. In silenes he watched it for 'Nev-
em' momenta. De 'Annoy in a frowsy
teamed him once. littera only laugbeei
sod drew the iron tongue from the
Samos. The end was white with heat.
Quickly he carried the tongs* to
the hempen rope. and, fastening It
through the ooupliso hung it over
I), Lannoyei face. It swung ten lashes
above him, yet the heat turned the
beternan's cheek • livid &retro, and soot
hees his eyes the fire et a deems
Barra drew • ingot from the lie and
toughed it to the Malmo rope. The
stranes eauokt tbe lame, and a nay
imagiet of smoke floated *et iuto the
air. Barra thrust his hand@ deep
Into kM peek** mod with staring .yes
• shed Snit the buseetag rope, his
the white-hot tongue of lank then the
I im a Ms eitheise. Be Lamaoy's Mote
were set as in a vise. Iii. jaws Mood
oat as from a skill. His eyebrows al
ready were burned away.
The room was dart SD the blackest
night Th.. two attoodants huddled.
•Ishorpring, eseriast tie remotest torso
of the tower Their eyes w.e, Saes
upon the rope in ghastly stars TM
wave ef smoke grew heavier Mew
sad then the burming strands spit
tared their threateming warstag.
min Wags, was Iresebilag. Pt
tweeted- -ean—twise—thee ma awful
3ernal of agony buret tbrough Mho
tower walls, hounding from the Mary
in terrorizing echo, reeaving the sky of
illiest as had the Tongue Ai Roland.
• • 
• . • •
-.
!moped tn my feet with
fright. My face and brow were wet
with told sweat. I was tornabilag
from beset to loot. Intuitively
gismeed be the mantelpiece for the
Tensile of Roland. It had fallen I.
the hearth, and the end which lay
in the *mouldering lire was 'kilo web!
heat.
THE FIRST GRIN.
wen, baby wee, just yesterday
Tee smiled on sae in suck • way
With such a toothless, winsome grin
As opened gates to let me in—
Te let me in and make me glad—
Tim joys of being just • dad.
'Twos your first grin, and, I allow,
I foaled you didn't quite krcw how
'Fe crack a smile; you've looked so glum
At rate,jaet ever since you come
That I was worried, 1 avow.
Lill: that's en past und der.e-1th now.
I was just koiging your wee hand
Mien you leaded up with Amish a bland
And gummy orta, 1 swear i• you
I didn't tepee just what to do,
apt brought my foot dews with a thump
lase brought your mAther on the jump.
As', vac" I pointed down at you,
sa• gave a look an' site grinned, too:
•s' there we were bombed up, we throb
Illiaoh see itegrtnesn'; elhised to be
A reelar rudest; 'Less roar heart,
=
you and laughter toyer pert.,
mato, Putt
tURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE lllANKETING GB' 1
MRS. WORTHINGTONSix-Xile Walk livery Day Will
Serve as an Antidote for
the thane*,
Alemander Peck, a well-to4o faring
at, three miles south of this city, be-
times he has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot-
ball 'age. who attends the lilithe thrum'
In this city, and has far two years.
When the football oreuria first in-
vaded this section he was much sought
after to join the Alexandria team, as
he was of athletic build and possessed
et heroic courage. The boy madded
his ambition to hls father, who wanted
to know why he desired to lain an or-
ganization that meant weekly injury
and possible frequent disaguremeot.
"I need the exercise," was the re-
joinder; "I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy' my meals."
Peck., pore, was equal to the emer-
gency. "Hereafter, my son," said be.
"Instead of riding to school in the
morning on the traction line, and borne
in the eveniag. you can walk. Li that
does not furnish you millitiont smirch's.
I caa Sad soneethhtg elm for you to
do in the alone/age aod evenings."
For edemat two year, "later as well
as summer, swept on rainy days, the
boy he. trudged nacempealningiy to
Ale:astir*, three mass away, and
berme in the same wag. The exercise
has been beraelisial, but financially it
he. tem a ions( game for his father
for the bora appetite has grown le
be sombethiag piretensmal, as has his
growth In weight sad strength, ef itself
ef far mere value Shan mosey. Moth-
fog is ewer said by the ma of "leak of
Sibletelliii," and it he coatineee to hank-
er glair membership in the football
feat& he Is vim enough to keep it it.
himself, fearing a nightly latroductioa
Is a good-steed woodpile at home.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Those of Canada Rid Pair to Serpens
Any Others is the
World.
"Cemada will yet furnish to the world
its tree supply. It will be just tbe OWN
with tem as with wheat. A decade from
sow Quiada will outstrip all other coma-
Seim Is wheat grieving The production
et Woo at a cheaper rate than it eon be
node elsewhere will game Canada to
take a similar potation as tar as iron is
esaseiael. In lea yeass Oaaada will
bpii Seems, a eat metalitiegesal
You will see an loon ludmery in
Ambito& larger thee in any ether
aty In the world." Thus smith Dr.
P. Ir. T. ISseselt, the Tread& inetallsrp-
ion depart, Inventor et Ks near*
melting process named la his boner.
Pig !son he says. is the basis for *trop-
ism.' and ether steel. "at present (ho-
s& 'pearls K0.0410,040 to $15,000,00e is
toying steel abroad. The idea ought to
be to make that steel * this country out
of Carradiaa material by the aid et
Casadian water pewee and Camelia& la-
bor Think of what it meansl The re-
%nation in Canada ot $91,000.000 now
yearly 'peat abroad, the emplytag of
he new demand for Meei reek' Arse-
two& steel, and ether cheeses of the prod-
uct which have arisen la otrasequeoce
of the country's development, the prolt-
able sale of your surplus predates in for-
sign mutate and the ereaties Is this
gauntry of numerous other laduseriee
more or lees dependent oa Won an 'keel.
In Swedes' the quaatity of ore is sufli-
Moot to supply the tearbets at the world
for 100 years. I should my Canada has
time tidies as musk."
THIRTY ELK. IN IMCLOSURE
Galemede Kubelbers ens* Vpon •
/had That Ds Ham and
Valuable
The spenacie ef DO elk mewl* as la-
des/are is something rarely seen la
gerke etrestry, but nevertheless teach a
MOM has been witnessed be several of
our ranchers recentW, sad within a
Jew miles of Finedale, says the Denvei
Repot] lima.
Mn. K. J. Weetfall has a school see
Men "oar the bead of Willow creek
which is entirely nand, making an
laclosure a rode square. This is well
up in the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open, whisk is sear tbe
bail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. "Uncle" George Smith and
party et eiders, who were oat rounding
up thek beef 'Attie, fem.' it necessary
is ride Into this pasture, and rock
right into the herd, which iwireedistely
lied and followed the line of the fence
taakiag no attempt to go through.
The riders NNW-, without weapons
and eontented themeelves with watch-
ing the bunch for some time, and then
proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
elk witi go through barbed wire erect
aid scatter it for great flatmates, but
skis bunch did not. Great damage is
efesn dose to the teams of ranchers
by them antes**. .
Johannesburg Court Finding.
Dismissed because be had married, a
Johannesburg bask clerk obtained
three months' Wary and $166 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
the court remarking that any agree-
anent In restraint of marriage was
void, immoral and contrary to public
PAW
His Happiest Hoar.
Ile—Do you remember the night I
asked you to marry me?
She—Yiss, dear.
"Tor a whole hour we sat there, and
not a word did you speak. Alt! that
was the happiest hour of my life!"—
Beim 61 Paris,
Mt. Point of View.
Nurse—See, Charlie, the Mork has
brought you a nice little brother!
Charlie—Yes, that's the wayt Just
as I'm getting ea in the world cote.
petition Imeelate—noggade
BY S. Z. KISER.
"Robert" mid Mrs. Taddlewatte, "I
—I—"
"What's the trouble." he asked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extray-
Meat. and I know it is so hard for
you to snape Up money enough to pay
the horrid bilis that always some along
abeut the drat of the month, but I
(gaiety ailiAtibc• KN."
"Tweet
--say, Mabel, what de you
think I me—tie sou-is-law ef some
Ste lasetramee pabbleleni? You Watt
as well ask me for twenty million. Do
you know that our expenses for last
Nam* were $62 more than my sal-
ary? It you are acquainted with any-
body who can tell me how to make
sods meet when things are 'Meg that
way bring them around and I'll pay
hint well for his time. What do you
want ttO terf"
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Cross;patch.
I'll get along without it some way.
I knew that I'm net worth half what
h cost you, end—and I'm going be take
up ettrograpley or music or be a Chris-
this Seienee Maier or sonestIsiag, so
thaL I will he able to earn money and
-.end not always be such an expense
to you. It must be ja--just tesrible
for • odra to hare to give up every-
thing for a woman he doesn't love,
wilds be might have so much if he had
sever married her, and—"
"There *toe girl what's the use et
talking that way? You know I'd he
the happiest man in the world if I
meld pile bleimiles of money at your
feet every morning and give you the
privilege of doing what you liked with
ft. But really you know, I didoh
expect to be gelled on for any more ex-
tras for a few weeks and had it all
*gored out is that I'd be just about
able to start in even next month. Of
course I can give you the money if
you absolutely seed it but—"
"Oh if them are to be any buts
please don't say anything more about
it. I apprecitte your kindness, dear,
and I know that you have a generous
nature, and it must be awful selfish of
sae to leave you to practice all the self-
denial. Never mind, lel get along with-
put it. I will show you that I can be
brave, even V I am merely a useless ex-
pense to you."
"Hurrah! Now it's be so pleasant
for zott to go away to work and keep
thinking all day of our joyful parting.
Just imagine me whistilig gayly at my
desk am I remember that little old $2e
and the look you gave me as you tole
me you'd get along without it. In me
mind's eye I can see myself calmly smok-
ing my cigar after lunch and thinking,
as I wateh the rings curl upward, of you
bore, radiantly' happy because of your
noble sacrifice. Oh. yes! But come on,
dear, let's not quarrel over a little
money. Of coarse you can have it. What
am I earning menee for if it isn't to
give you happiness? And please don"
talk any more about doing things for
the purpose of earning cask yourself
You earn it as it is. Your love is worth
a thousand times what—"
"Dearest," she cried, pulling his face
down to hers, "forgive me for saying
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you? Ah. if you could
only know bow long the hours seem
wbee you are not with me! And I
muldn't love or admire you more thar
I 6o if you were so rich that you could
buy everything John D. has and turr.
him out of house and home. Have you
the money with you or shall I have to
wet • check cashed?"
Here it is. What are you going to
buy 7'
"Why, you see, I beard from Miss
Westcott. the dressmaker, yesterday.
and she eon come to me three days this
week, so : shah have to get soimethine
for her to make up."
"But I thought your id the other day
that you had all the elothes you were
going to reed for awhile?"
"Yes. I have, only Miss Westeott has
these three days that shecan give me."
"I can't see why you should feel that
you are obliged to hire her simply be-
!ft use she has three days for which she
Isn't engaged."
"ha not, you dear Mei goose. but yor
tee., K I don't take her Mrs. Worthing-
ton, who is -hazy to get her, will here
her over theme and find out about all the
things I've had remade and the late rem
nanth and—and--averythiog, you
know."
"Well, but why shodld you care. ac
long as your clothes tit Atli aid leek
fine and are just as (wird as if they had
-eoqi five or SLI times as much as they
did ?"
drerth enc sighed, ac She a a
there chOehing the money', after he ha...
genie. "I wonder how men, being as
stupid, ever manage to get along at all?
— Cbicace Record
-Herald.
Must Obey Orders.
As an Illustration of carryicc military
discipline too far, this story is told to
Gen. Nelson A.Miles: "There was a cer
tam n colonel who, in the middle of ;seam
paign was seized with a sudden ardo,
about hygiene. He ordered that all hi.
men change their shirts at once. Thit
order, was duly carried out, except ie
the case of cele company, where the pri-
vates' wardrobes had been sadly de
pleted. The captain of this company in.
formed the colonel that none of his men
could change their shirts, since thee
had only one apiece. The colonel hest
tated a moment, then said, firmly; 'Or
dere must be obeyed. Let the men
change shirts with each other.' "—Dos
ton Herald.
"Learn to . Ix."
"Learn to mix," in the advice gloms
to his pupils by Prof.. Frank J. Miller
of the University of Chicago. Most
young gentlemen nowadays do learn
to mix, but 'the trouble is that their
hexing too Often is tb se with drinks.
THE UNLUCKY CZAR.
MISHAPS WHICH HAVE HARKED
HIS REIGN.
Thousands of Poer Subjects Crushed
to Death on Day of Gerona-
Men—Maya Tatattl
It has been. suggested that Nicholas'
II., czar of all the Russian, is the un-
luckiest et living men. One would
have no difficulty in showing at least
that the mar has had mere mischance
than any other monarch on a throne.
His first mishap was that which
prophetically same to him in Japan_
He was touring Europe and Asia in
1891 with Prince George of Greece
At Oseu, Japaa, although he had hal
splendid entertainment from the
mikado, amps was a felelfttg antagm
idc to Rusk, and a Japanese drew
a sword to kill him, when Prime
George thrust it aside.
But what he was preserved for was
to turn later the first sod of the Si-
berian railway at the eastern end;
and for the dignity—which he in MI
measure desired, but _shrank from—of
the crown which came to him soon
after by reason of the death of his
father, Almaader III., at Lived's.
This attash oesurred In May—s
month eventful Is Nicholas II. It was
In May that be was born, 27 years ago.
Ms did sot want at 24 to rule the
destiny of 130,000,900 people. He had
Morays detested official life and the
homage at courtiers. But the duties
and reopensibilities of autocracy fell
own him.
As began badly. On the occasion of
his coronation thousands of his poor-
er subjects were crushed to death on
Kludyeekai Plain. On that plain
came what many regarded as the fatal
evidence of the ill luck which pursues
and makes kis life woeful. Just be-
fore his accession he had become be-
trothed to the Princess Alix of Hesse.
This, too, was outside his reckoning.
Gossip had it that he didn't want to
marry a German princess and that the
Princess Helene d'Chleans, daughter of
the Comte de Poxes, was very much
admired by him.
Ill lash seemed to pursue him in Ms
married life. For a time it seemed
as though his wife would bear him
lothieg bat daughters and no heir to
the throes. In 1896 she gave birth to
the girl Merieteced Olga; two years
attar to the one named Tatiana; two
rears later to Marie, then in 1901 to
Amstar*.
hematime the czar and the people
am& the ezari.aa herself were disap-
pointed. la August last year the czar-
Ma bore another child—and it was a
boy. the his luck in this respect may
he said to have turned.
lihowyr•r muck a liberal at heart, Oho
hart aecoesits agree that the czar took
.10 hie Inherited authority first with
dieteoes, and then with the firm pur-
ges* et eeernimuiog his father's poli-
cies. Be bept his father's counsellors,
SM deslased be would uphold the prtn-
stple ci babeersey.
Ws Ill lack interfered here, too. Po-
htedesootasff was obliged to retire. Mu.
rawiailf was tabee from him by midden
death. M. de Plekve, his baleful mitts-
ker of the Worker, a Muscovite grand
vtider, lees destroyed by a bomb. His
bast Whored anon. the Grand DukeSer-
gtas, was hierern to pieces by a bomb.
Kis governor of Finland wan struck
dews.
Death has threatened his own person
many times. In Italy, in 1903, a man
Mimed Goortz waa apprehended in time
to spoil • plot of assassination.
An anarehist obtained admission
to • Mae, reeeption at the pal-
ates et Tearskeeedelo in the mai-
term of a superior °dicer of the gam
dairmerie and was ecovered, Melt
bombs in bis pockets, hint in time.; A
studeet, MIle.18erezheysky, was
frustraeed to an ettempt to hill him at
the spring review in 1004.
When, last January, with -his court
the czar was ending the ceremony of
Messing the water of _the river Neva,
a shrapnel from a battery which was
firing a salute exploded near the -royal
pavilion killing one man and wound.
lug others.
He completed the Siberian railway,
de his father desired, in order to core
trolidate Russian power in Asia and
extend the Russian trait), Industry
sonamerco. But this railway was sac
of the causes that brought about the
unlucky war with Japan.
The ineffectiveness of his numerous
reforms and attempts at conciliation—
annulments of peasants' indebtedness,
openings of altars of the Old Faith to
undisturbed worship, decrees of religi-
ous freedom to all, concessions to the
Jews, abolitions of flogging and Si-
berian exile—the failure of these Mee-
Its to gasify his country might well be
ascribed to the sinister element which
seems to inhere in all his undertak-
ings.
Then there are all the disasters of
the war with Japan and the massacres
In various 'parts of the Aspire to be
considered in isi accouht of the Mis-
chances that have attended his reign.
Milk in Paris.
In Paris the average price at pure
l3kIs&3.$eeutaarlima.
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Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
to Jo° horee power. Ire.t, cheap-
est and most economical
5peeial atteartiom to elector light-
ing plants.
HARRY E. WALLACE,
POOPIIOSO, Ky.
_ _ _
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Queen k Creficent Route
DiRmar LAKE TO
ClIATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
AfIsei Co Aohevidie, Ptemdersonville,
Brewed, Lake iroxaway, Mot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Shy" aod beautiful "Sapphire'
country of Weediest Neer* Carolina.
offering a high altitude, bracing
ellen*. picot:segue simissitain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send two mei eiseap ter "Land of
the She lmoblet and ether hand-
soreeiy iiiiieerated literature.
J. F hl4, Bray. Mess. Agent,
Leitiligion, Ky.
C. K MWIliball/111110.11, &1st. Pass.
Agent, Lewisville, Re.
5 S. Pass.
Ageat, St. Louis. Me.
misminglinefflIlhelleehell111111111Mreeheeh
Have
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311
Broadway
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We Made* all the Scoot and daint-
eet artiolos with the utmost care,
and nobs repairs that we absolutely
satifestiory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PHONIC 722-e.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEElt
Seld at
ray's Swam, -
Palms* Thome Per.
r. lawlemosellim.
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asmaiwwwweaniaallielerernsasseauma
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LANGSTAFF-ORMfMANUFACTURING COMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Sid4--
Finish
Lath
Yellow
Pine
Iscollgoosts&
jGum M AshPopkir Beeck- B
4.01
Walnut Elm
Maple E
GUM, BEECH 4/4b OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
o th Phones 26. We kg Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +You Can Have Twol+ •
PERSONAL NOTES.
Vacations instead
of One if you take
a KODAK
To exhibit to your friends the
pictures of the pleasant people you
have met and the beautiful places
you have visited while on your va-
cation. We have them in stock from
lt.00 to $3s.00.
McPherson's
Drug Store.
FOURTH AND llikaUDWAY
WANTS 
WANTED—Bilious people to take
Soules' Liver Capsules acc. R. W.
WALKER dt CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT—Eight-roora resi-
4ense is West End. All modern
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men betwees
ages of at and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an terape-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters
mid show cases, and one 3 foot coun-
ter and skew case, at J. D. Sowers
jewelry store, aa8 Broadway. Cheap.
FOR SALE—Household goods.
-Apply at once 408 Washington street.
FOR RENT—The Store House
orrior-• Sixteenth and Teattessee•
streets. Good dwelling up stairs, will
make good grocery or drug stand.
Apply or write to Jake Biedermaa
'Grocery Co.
FOR RENT—Down stairs room
and board. Mrs. Rook. '4.14(Clark
street; Old 'phone 317.
FOR RENT—Eight-room brile
tottage, with bath, near hispissitebool.
iApply to Mr,  Girardey,.-aao6 Broai-
, way. Phone 831. it'• •
WANTED—Good cookiolsola.)pr
colered; good wages. Ago, sop
North Fifth street.
FU RN I TU RE bought and sold.
Williams, 538 South Third street,
Mew ph4ine gociA.
Handkerchiefs come under the
head of crying needs.
BURN:
JOSS STICKS
(They Cost Five Cents.),
and
Rub On
•:* •:•
Miss Esthe - e...ravens spent Sunday
in HopkinsviIle vioting friends.
L 0. Stevenson returned Sunday
from a sojourn at Dawson Springs.
Hon. W. M. Red has returned
home from Dawson.
Mks. 'Rose Franks leaves Tuesday
for a week's visit to friends in Chi-
cago.
Miss Bessie Smith of Arcadia is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Jack Bloom-
field., in Jackson, Miss.
MTS. .Mollie Elrod, of 204 Monroe
street, is visiting in St. Louis:
DicI4 TvIcGregoir of the Kentucky
Printing Company went to Ed'dyville
OTT business yesterday.
Mrs. 'Kate Eley of Mayfield is the
guest of Mr. J. C. Gilbert.
• Clarence McGregor has returned
from Benton.
Mrs. Ed Ligon of Fulton was the
guest of her sister. Mks. Hennan Gra-
ham, of Jefferson street.
A. E. Fowler of Cairo spent Sun-
day in Paducah.
Willinm O'Corspor and wife of
Na4hville are the guests of relatives
in the city.
R. H P:cgtre of Fulton was in Pa-
ducah Sunday.
S. C. Kendale of Smithland visited
here Sunday.
S. L. Nance of Cairo was here yes-
t erday.
H. C. Redwine of Syrnisonia visited
in the city 9141Ary.'
Shelby Dale and wife of Kevil. Ky.,
visited friends in Paducah Sunday.
J. R. Travis of Grand Rivers was in
'Paducah yesterday on business. -
B. +I. Hill of Cairo spent Sunday
in the city.
Mr. L. H. Danselty and wife of
hoites, K. are visiting in Paducah.
WI. R. Robertson of Dover, Tenn.,
spent Sunday in Paducah.
George Fetter of Cairo visited his
parents on South Fourdh street Sun-
day
Polly Garner of Mayfield was .
the city yesterday on business.
Willard Coles of Mayfield spent
Sunday in Paducah.
Marcus Molloy of Eddyville was
here Sunday visiting friends.
T. J. Myles of Mayfield spent Sun-
day in the city.
Edgar Gressham of Eddyville was a
gluest of friends here Sunday.
C. W. Collie of Louisville, who has
been in 'the city for a few days on
business, has returned home.
'Robert Taylor of Mayfield spent
Sunday in Paducah.
Gus Thomas of Mayfield was here
yesterday an legal business.
C. L. Hill•of Murray spent Monday
is Padocati
David FIcwruoj• is ill with malaria
at the shame of his brothel, J. C.
Flournoy, on West Jefferson.
Mr Laud Mrs. Eli G. Boone left yes-
terday, for a sojourn at Gerutean
Spnings.
Mr. Charles J. Kiger and wife went
to Smithland yesterday to spend a
few weeks.
Judge Thomas Evans of Sinithiand
waa tis• the city yesterday on busi-
ness.
Mrs. T. J. Ross of West Monroe
has returned from a week's - visit to
her brother, MT. Lon PoPle, and niece,
Mks. Sanders Brooks, of the county
Mrs. Dr. A. B. Dabney and daugh-
ter went to St. Louis Sunday. Mrs.
Tife-i—fe-Wrns in a
Miss Dabney goes to Springfield, Mo.,
to visit her brother, who resides Were.
Miss Zula Cobbs has returned ;-.otne
from a week's visit to a sister in
Murray.
G F's ell of Douglass
WaS here 5..:iintlpy and yesterday or. a
visit to this sisters, Miss Carrie Ewell,
Mrs. Mlatt Ham and Mrs. Claude Rus-
sell. He was en route to New York
on business.
Colonel John Sinnott has gone to
Woodville to visit Dr. C. A. Elliott.
formerly of this city.
Rev. Capt. Owen returned yester-
day from Fulton, Ky., and. Monfort!,
Tenn., Where be assisted in two pro-
tracted meeting's. There were sly-
eral conversions. made at both m&t-
i mgt.
iltd;ss Flora Rohr, the pleasant guest
of Miss Erma Reitz, left for her home
in F,vairsvilie yesterday.
Mite; Mamie Bavnham, librarian at
the Carnegie, returned yesterday from
a visit to relatives near Mayfield..
Mr Sam Quisenberry of Mertaphi.;
spent Sandiay and yesterday, in bile
ShUO-SKEETER
'ten Cents a n tttte )
%ND
)RIVE
AWAY
MOSI:WITOS
R. W %IKE!? & CO.,
Incorporated
/fifth & Broadway. Both Riolies 17$
NIGHT BELL AT FDIC DOOR.
city visaing relatives.
Messrs. S. J. Lawshie, traveling. au-
ditor for the Illinois Central Railroad.
and E. K. Stone, a route agent for
the American Express Company, left
the city Sunday night kir a two
weeks' vacation and will visit former
home places.
Roy Webb, formerly of The Pal-
mer Transfer Co... but now of Pick-
way, Ohio, arrived in the city yes-
terday on business and to visit his
sister for a few days.
+ ++++++,++++++
+ LOCAL NEWS IN SIM" d•
•
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
—The Academy of Medicine will
meet to night at the city hall and not
at the Carnegie library budding. Drs.
Stewart and Boyd will address the
body on "Abdominal Surfgery."
—A stam was brewing as the
Register closed for press this morn-
ing. There was much lightning.
—Mk. Henry Rudy while out driv-
ing last night drove into an open
ditch at the corner of Ninth and Jef-
ferson streets. where Contractors
Robertson & Gardner are excavating
for storm water sewers. He came
near seriously injuring a valuable
horse. The complaint was lodged
witth the police that there was no
light at the opening.
—The police and fire commissioners
held ia brief ag.eeting last night. There
was little business of interest trans-
acted.
—The Illinois quartet of supposed
elopers picked up Saturday night at
the Union depot by Policeman Hur-
ley and Mr. Kirk, of the I. C. R. R,
were yesterday forenoon, at the
Rescue Mission, united as two
couples by Rev. R. W. Chiles, the
pastor of the mission.
—Tomorrow the feast of "The As-
sumption of Blessed Virgin Myra/
will be observed by the Catholics.
The usual interesting services wilf be
held at St. Francis De Sales church
at 7 and 9 o'clock a. m.
FOR SALE—Twelve-room resi-
dence on North Seveath street, with
all modern conveniences; price rea-
sonable anil easy payments. Address
R , this office-.
Diailiwcieer, tang of isetaleil beer, is
family siz• eases of two dome
bottles to the case d•liworiid to any
part of the city on short astiee. Aa-
hauser-Bencli Brewing assoetaaos
broach. Ploth Oodles ire. J. R.
Steffia, manager.
 VI 
Word has been received by the
authorities of Ripon college, in Wis-
consin, that the Caarnegie fund for
the pensioning of aged college pra-
fessors has been increased to $15,-
0°0,000.
Dr. 'Reynolds has moved from his
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the pho-
tographers, on Smith Sixth, near
Broadway.
LOST—Large Lewyellen setter,
white with small black spots on body
and larger ones on hip and both sides
of face; bobtailed and left front leg
crooked; answer to name of "Dan."
liberal reward, return to Dr. Hearn,
Fifth and Broadway.
WANTED—Soy 18 to- 20 years old
for green /louse work. Apply C. L.
-&- C0a--Rowlanti Place.
Exhaustive observation is an elf-
/trent of every great, achievement.—
Spencer.
see river yesterday, and makes return
trip Wednesday evening.
The City of Savannah left St. Louis
Monday at 5 o'clocic and is due to
arrive here Wednesday morning.
The Wave Rock. with government
barges and river surveyors, is here
en route towards Cairo.
+ +++ •••‘• + ".•.• + + + +
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• RIVER RIPPLING&
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
River Stages.
Cairo 16.3; falling.
Chattanooga 4.9; falling.
Cincinnati 11.2; rising.
'Evansville 6.g; standing.
Florence 3.6; falling.
Johnsonville 6.7; falling.
Louisville 4.4; rising.
Mount Carmel LI; rising.
Nashville 9.4; falling.
Pittsburg 5.6; falling.
Davis Island Dam 7.6; falling.
St. Louis, ma; rising.
Mount Vermon 6.3; standing.
Paducah 7.8, falling.
The 'Dick Fowler left ye-sterdhy
morning at 8 o'clock for Cairo.
The Joe Fowler left at noon Molt.
day for Evansville.
The Burtroff left Monday at TO,
o'clock for Clarksiville.
The Salt& passed out the Tennes-
see river at I o'efock Monday morning
bound for St. Louis.
The Lookout made a trip here yes-
tedday with a load of stores.
The Clyde arnived out the Terries-Abram L. Weil •Se Co
Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior--
Finish '-
TWIN BRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OFI1CAL CO.,
We are *Seeing a ao year Gold Filled Case, Blois Movement, floall.45.
A Seth oia.. $ts.00 Mantel Clod' for 
anger's ray/ Knives and Fora, a set, 
Teaspoons, a set, 
ne ' Tableepooss a wet 
$34'
.73
S1.3411
Oar satire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent. of of regular price.
our Hand related China, Sue as any line la the city, at 5o per cent.
regidar poiee--yeu must see *is line to estimate fully the bargians we
are *rime
A special relltwtion an every article in our store for a° days only—
s for male—
*sr repairs must give you antis faction,
eyes teatinil tree.
Eye-See Jewelry Cox
31$ SON6ADWAT, 0111/T HRTS'S OW STAND.
1. A,. ISINNITALA, JIM ELS& AND OPTICIAN.
at Peers liaperienee.
bibscribe For The Registers
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam B9lier-
Campbell Block.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS, Mee Phone 369.
Vary often the less faiith other
people 'have in. a man the more his
wife has.
Lots of us would have been sat-
isfied %ad kusscll Sage left us half
as much.
It's •just as easy to make
excuse as it is difficult to
good one
a pOOT
make a
• Although a woman may not love
.her 'husband '.he gets angry if other
women love him
If some people should make it
rule to pay as they go they odeorld'
never get far from home.
"Henrietta," said Mk. Meekton; Is
it true that women have no percep-
tion of the comic?
"It front he true, Leonidas," was
the answer. "Otherwise some of them
would, never marry such ridiculous
men."--Washington Star.
'A debt-collecting agency Which is
run as 2 part of the regular poste
oystem is the newest "impoiventent"
of the postoffices of Austria. Despi!e
the novelty of the enterprise, the plan
has worked admirably, so that many
thoirsancJ5 are collected annually by
the postmen throughout the Austrian
empire.
A4 soon as the necessary fUnds are
collected a Hebrew institute will be
erected in Omaha, Neb., hy the Pouf
Wnai R'rith for the purpose of train-
ing Jewish boys and Orb.
Spain is the only country that has
a coinage hearing a baby's head on it.
Coins bearing the baby head of King
Affairs° were issued in t888.
The most awful accident in history
was the fall of 'tile Roman amphithe-
ater-in-the flow --of T,17 ;or. -Fifty
thousand people were crushed.
Money makes the mare go, but it
can't put a stubborn mule in motion.
.4.1op ,411,
Residence Phone 726
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE"
116 Fraternity &gilding
116PWICR Palate allipo RNSIDRNICK PHONE 3s,
We have on hand'
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
z s Hem Power Motor.
• gy4 Nene Power Wier.
a S Harm Power Motor.
1 is nem Power Motet.
• 200 Lest Drsooso.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
221-123 Nor* Iltrorth Stasi*
S. P. POOL, L.. 0. STEPHENSON,
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
203, 205 a. Tuft' dBoth Phones No. 110,
B U Y
TRADE WATER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS
Let us call and book yoljaorder for next winter.
West Kentucky Coal Co.
tr
Offic;Seconcliind Ohio. 
:tet besurgerallei  69- 1-771
Both Telephones 254.
,
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